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Abstract

Leznov A.N., Saveliev M.V. Exactly and Completely Integrable Nonlinear Dyna-
mical Systems: Preprint IHEP 87-195. - Serpukhov, 1987. - p. 96, refs.: 67.

The survey is devoted to a consistent exposition of the group-algebraic

methods for integration of systems of nonlinear partial differential equa-

tions possessing a nontrivial internal symmetry algebra. Samples of exactly

and completely integrable wave and evolution equations are considered in

detail, including generalized (periodic and finite nonperiod!с Tod* lattice,

nonlinear Schrotlinger, Korteweg - de Vries, Lotka - Volterra equations, etc.).

For exactly integrable systems the general solutions of the Cauchy and Gour-

sat problems are given in an explicit form, while for completely integrable

systems an effective method for the construction of their soliton solutions

is developed.

Application of the developed methods to a differential geometry problem

of classification of the integrable manifolds embeddinge is discussed.

For exactly integrable systems the supersymmetric extensions are const-

ructed. By the example of the generalized Toda lattice a quantization scheme

is developed. It includes an explicit derivation of the corresponding Heisen-

berg operators and their description in terms of the quantum algebras of the

Hopf type. •,

Among multidemensional systems the four-dimensional self-dual Tang-Mills

equations are investigated most attentively with a goal of constructing their

general solutions.

Аннотация

Лезнов А.Н., Савельев М.В. Точно и вполне интегрируемые нелинейные динамические
системы. Препринт ИФВЭ 87-195. - Серпухов, 1967. - 96 с , бкбпиогр.: 67.

В работе дается последовательное наложение алгебро-групповых методов интегриро-
вания двумерных систем нелинейных дифференциальных уравнений в частю-л*. провэеож-
ных, обладающих нетривиальной алгеброй внутренней симметрии Подробно рассмотрены
примеры точно и вполне интегрируемых волновых и эволюционных уравнений, в т.ч. об-
общенная (периодическая и конечная непериодическая) цепочка Тода, яелмиайкыа урама-
ния Шредингера, Кортевега- де Фриза, Лотки-Вольтерра и др. Для точно ••тагрирзчиашг
систем в явном виде получены общие решения задача Кошм • Гурса, д м вполне «итет-
рируемых - развит эффективный метод нахождения их солнтонных решении.

Обсуждается применение развитых методов для задачи классмфикаши вложена* ин-
тегрируемых многообразий в дифференциальной геометрия.

Для точно интегририруемых систем построены суперсимметричные расммрглим. На
примере обобщенной цепочки Тода развита схема квантования,
роение соответствующих гейзенберговых операторов и их описание в
вых алгебр типа Хопфа.

Из многомерных систем наиболее подробно исследованы четырехмерны*
автодуальности Янга-Мнллса на предмет построения их общих решений.
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PREFACE

This survey is devoted to effective methods in const-
rue ting the systems of nonlinear partial differential e q u -
ations and obtaining their exact solutions in an explicit
form. All the systems considered possess definite invari-
ance properties which are manifested in nontriviality of
an internal symmetry algebra of these systems. The latter
ause their integrability.
The relationship between the integrability properties

of the differential equations and the theory of algebras
and groups goes back to the idea of Sophus Lie on the pre-
sence of a deep analogy here with the results of Galois on
conditions for the solvability of algebraic equations in
radicals and the subsequent classical studies by Liouville,
Ba'cklond, Picard, Vecciot, Ritt, Kolchin, etc. In these
works the formal theory of integrability has been partly
developed mainly for one-dimensional case and without ap-
pealing to a concrete form of the equations.

The interest in the integrable systems is caused in phy-
sical problems not only by a pure pragmatic possibility
to obtain the exact solutions but also by the fact that
the presence of a nontrivial internal symmetry algebra for
these systems is a consequence of the symmetric properties
of the processes described by the corresponding equations.
Here the same equations arise with a high frequency in va-
rious branches of theoretical and mathematical physics
(elementary particles, plasma, nonlinear optics,solid state,
etc.) which probably bears witness of the existence of the
general symmetries of our universe. If we believe that
the symmetry of the universe (in a wide sense of this no-
tion) is one of the fundamental laws of the nature, then
the description of all the systems with a nontrivial inter-
nal symmetry algebra can bring us closer to finding a set
of equations which describe the universe. For example, if



the problem of enumerating spherically-symmetric potenti-
als in 3-dimensional space that lead to the closed orbits
has been put on at the Newton's time, the universal gravi-
tational law could have been discovered "on the tip end
of a pen". The technique of the modern physical experiment,
expecially in the microcosm science, allows one to estab-
lish definite "selection rules", which express the symmetry
of the corresponding processes, and thus, in principal,
also possible versions of the equations in question. In
our opinion mainly these reasonings cause now considerable
tendency of physicists as well as mathematicians to an
intensive study of the integrability problem.

All the experience accumulated in the work with in-
tegrable systems makes it clear that the integrability pro-
perties are defined by the structure of their internal sy-
metry algebra. Here the latter one is understood as the
Lie-Backlund algebra under whose transformations the cor-
responding equations are form-invariant. In what follows
by exactly integrable systems we mean systems whose solu-
tion can be obtained in quadratures (with the algebraic
operations) and possesses a stock of arbitrary functions
sufficient for the formulation of the Cauchy problem. More-
over, in the last decades there were discovered, using
mainly the direct and inverse scattering methods, a large
number of wave and evolution equations possessing exact
solutions with any fixed number of arbitrary parameters.
In the simplest case these solutions are interpretated as
solitary waves stable in interactions.They are traditionally
called solitons. We call completely integrable systems
those possessing a broad stock of soliton-type solutions,
though any rigorous criteria to pick them out are absent
and the formulation itself is very unclear. At the same
time both these classes of integrable systems are united
by the existence for them of a (nontrivial) solvable al-
gebra of internal symmetry. The difference between exactly
and completely integrable systems is that for the former the

corresponding algebra is finite-dimensional, while for the 1
second one it is infinite-dimensional but can be realized
by finite-dimensional matrices with a spectral parameter
(see Sect. 3).

Let us stress, however, that though the existence of
the relation between the structure of internal symmetry
algebra and integrability properties takes place in all
constructions given below we do not know any general proof



of this fact. (It is possible that the proof can be obtai-
ned with the help of t!s« differential Galois groups in the
framework of the Ritt-Kolchin formal theory. Here we mean
the theorem on the connection between the Liouvillean ex-
tension of a differential field (without new constants and
realized by integrals, exponentials of integrals, and al-
gebraic functions) and the Picard-Vessiot extension in
terms of solvability of the corresponding differential Ga-
lois group). Thus, it is necessary to consider this sta-
tement as a hypothesis tested by many concrete examples.
Note that the Ba'cklund transformation can connect only the
systems possessing the same internal symmetry algebra as,
*.or example, the Liouville and Laplace equations.

The conservation laws are a reflection of the integra-
bility property and nontriviality of an internal symmetry
algebra. For exactly integrable systems there is a finite-
dimensionality of the corresponding algebra, while the
completely integrable systems possess an infinite number
of the conservation laws. But it is not so trivial to find
the exact solutions from the fact of the presence of the
conservation laws (see 1.6.2).

The methods considered in our survey for constructing
the nonlinear systems are related mainly with the Cartan-
llaurer identity dA+АЛАаО for 1-form A(x)««-l(x)dg(x), where
g(x) is an element of the complex hull of the Lie group
with Lie algebra §. This identity is trivial due to its
form-in variance under the gauge transformations A-»g~

1
(d+A)g.

But it turns into equation if one puts some additional con-
ditions on the form A. For example, we can demand that the
components A

A
 of the form A(x)=A±(x)dx (or their definite

combinations) are expanded not over all elements of § but
only over the generators of some subspaces of §

e
 For such

systems it is possible to reconstruct their internal sym-
metry algebra and, in the case of integrability of the sys-
tems, to get convinced that the algebra is solvable and
"tnite- or infinite-dimensional. This circunstance in its
turn allows one in each order of a resolving or filtration
parameters to construct solutions via the quadratures and
algebraic operations. In particular, for finite-dimensional
algebras one obtains a finite result.

We will not enunerate here the list of the problems con-
sidered in the survey which is given as the Contents.

The authors are grateful to B.A.Arbuzov, I.A.Fedoseev,
A.A.Kirillov, Yu.I.Manin, V.I.Man'ко, M.A.Mestvirishvili
and S.P.Novikov for useful discussions of the problems to-
uched on in the survey.



1. EXACTLY INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

1,1. Exposition of the General Method. The proposed met-
hod of constructing exactly integrable systems'

1
»

2
/ in the

general case is connected with considering an arbitrary
finite-dimensional graded Lie algebra. A Lie algebra § is
called graded if it can be represented (as a linear space)
as a direct sum of finite-dimensional subspaces {§=

dim (%*!„!<« such that [g
m
, §

п
]С§

ш 4 п
. The subspace |«

=g_l*§
o
®g

1
 is hereby called the local part of the algebra

§, if it is generated globally by g.
We consider the relation

^ ) J -0 (I.I)

with the operator-valued functions A
+
5 2 ^

0
<
m<m

+

and A_s 2 E™(f_(z
+
, z_)) of two variables z

+
, z_ taking

values in the spaces 2 * § and 2 • §_
m
, respecti-

+
 "

HB
 Qsm<m~

vely, of the finite-dimensional graded Lie algebra

« §
m
, m

±
<M

+
. Here E™(f

+
)
a
= 2 e*n*5m<

z
+»

z
->,

- - - K ^ d - ~
ejL is a basis of S.^.

Following the terminology adopted in the literature,it

is natural to call relation (1.1) a representation of Lax

type; it has as a consequence a nonlinear system of the

differential equations for the operator-valued functions

E^(f) or, equivalently, for the coefficient functions

f^
n
(z

+>
 z_) to an investigation of which this section is

devoted. Furthermore, we will consider that m *Z or m< Z/2.
We note that representation (1.1) is invariant relative to
gauge transformations of the group G

o
 genera-

ted by the algebra g
o
» A

±
-»g-lA^+g-ig • , g . m

s.dg/dz
+
, g( G

o
. To eliminate this ambiguity we henceforth

augment (1.1) by the gauge condition E? =0.

System (1.1) can be considered as a gradient condition
for the operators A

+
,

4



A
+
4"

1
g

> z +
 , A_4T4

tm
_, (1.3)

where g(z+, z_) is a function taking values in the comp-

lex hull of the group G with algebra §. An arbitrary (re-

gular) element g of G can be parametrized by the general-

ized Gauss decomposition g=M+N_gQ=*l_N
+
g
o>
 in which M

+
, N

+

and 1L, N_ are generated only by elements of the subspa-

ces S ^ and §_
m>
 m > 0, respectively, g

o
 and g' belong to

G
o
. Thanks to (1.2), the equations following from repre-

sentation (1.1) can be equivalently reformulated as condi-

tions for in what subspaces of the graded 'algebra § the

operators g
- 1
g
 z
 take their range, i.e., conditions on

their "graded spectrum", Namely, g"
1
^
 2
 and %"

1
s
iZ

decomposed in elements of § f rom the subspaces §.
Hn
,~$

m
+
, and $_

m
, l^m<m", respectively. The function '§ which

satisfies such conditions and thus defines solutions of

system (1.1) has the form

g(z
+
, О«*

+
<в

+
)Н-(8

+ |
 O

=
M_(z_)N

+
(z

+
,z_)g-

1
(z

+
,z_),

(1.3)
where M

+
 are subject to the equations

•_ 2 "^t*^,'i \1.4/

with arbitrary functions <£±(z+). A solution of the latter
is analogous to the equation for the half-scattering mat-
rix in quantum field theory (see, for example,/3/) and can
be represented by a multiplicative integral or equivalently
by an infinite series of iterated integrals of retarded
products of the opera tor-valued functions L+(<£+).

The functions N + and g are found from the M + known from

the solution of (lT4) with use of the identity"

^ 1 , (1.5)

which follows directly from (1.3); a corollary of this are
the relations



According to these formulas, the operators N+ N
+ z
 and

N "
1
^

 z
 take values in the subspaces J-̂ , l$m^m

+
, And §

l^m^m", respectively. From relations (1.2) and (1.3) we

have

X ^
1
 ^

whence it follows that formulas (1.3) and (1.4) ensure the

required graded spectrum of the operators A
+
. They thus

solve the problem of integrating the system~"( 1.1), whereby

^
e

+ m
(z

+
) of (1.4) play the role of arbitrary functions

completely determining the desired solutions of these equ-

ations.

The general scheme of constructing integrable systems

just presented makes it possible to obtain closed expres-

sions for their solutions.However,due to the lack of means

of describing (determining the structure constants) Lie

algebras of "arbitrary position" and of defining the gra-

dation in them, equations (1.1) themselves cannot always

be written in a compact explicit form. Moreover, the for-

mulation of the equations depends in an essential way on

the choice of gauge conditions. Nevertheless, for an entire

series of cases the integrable systems of equations can

be specified by prescribing some gradations of a Lie algeb-

ra and restricting the values of m± in decompositions (1.1).

They will be constructed below.

1.2.1. Integrable Systems Connected with Integral gmbed-

dings of a Subalgebra sg(2) in Lie Algebras.

We consider an arbitrary Lie algebra §, possessing a

three-dimensional subalgebra at(2) with elements H,J
+
([H,

J
+
]s=+2J

+
, [j

+
, J_]=H), which is integrally embedded Tn it.

(We recall that in integral embeddings of sf(2) in § the

basis elements of § are combined in multiplets of dimensi-

on 2l+l according to irreducible representations of sl(2)

with integral values О . We prescribe an index of gradation

of an arbitrary element eg of § be the eigenvalue of H,

2[H, e^l^ne^. Here the subspace §
m
 contains components of

all multiplets of g relative to sf(2) having the same we-

ight m. We restrict ourselves to the case where represen-

tation (1.1) contains only terms with m=O,£l (m* =1), i.e.,

td/dz+ +E° +E*, a/dz.+Ej =0. (1.6)

6



System (1.6») caa be partially integrated,

E ^ ^ J . g , E®=g-lg
z
 , Ej=J

+
, (1.7)

leading to one equation of 2nd order for the function g

of /
4
?

4z ,
z
 - +

or in equivalent form

(g
 z
 g"

1
)
 z
 =[J

+
, gJ.g"

3
] • (1.8b)

The unknowns in this equation are the group parameters

of the function g(z
+
, z_) or, in other words, its matrix

elements. The latter, in turn, coincide with the matrix

elements of К of (1.5) taken between vectors |> of the

space of the irreducible representation of §, annihilated

by the elements of g
+ m
, g

+ m
|>=0, m>l « | g_

m
=O),

(Here we have used the Dirac notation | > and <| for vec-

tors in the Hilbert space and its dual, respectively; the

symbol <| K| > is used for the matrix element of the opera-

tor K). Therefore, in correspondence with the general con-

struction cf the preceding section, by representing the

multiplicative integrals for solutions of (1.4) (symboli-

cally) in the form of exponentials ordered over z
+
 (Z

+
),

we obtain "~ ~*

• f Z_exp/dz:L_(g-(zi))]g
o
(z_) }>, (1.9a)

a_

where a
 +
 are arbitrary nunbers defining the initial condi-
— A

tions for functions M+ . By writing the Z+.-exponentials in

the form of the corresponding infinite series and consi-

dering properties of the vectors l> and<| , we have fi-

nally'
1
/



n

Jo(2_)J>. (1.9b)

Here L+(g )=(g )J g , L (g")sg"J (g")"
1
, where the elements

о о f о — о 0 — 0

g*(z
+
) belonging to G

o
 are parametrized by d

+ 1
 arbitrary

functions of their arguments defining the solution of

Eq. (1.8); z}°'gz
+
, and 0(z| -z+) is the Heaviside func-

tion. The rule for computing the matrix elements of terms

of the series in (1.9b) consists in successive displace-

ment (accounting with the commutation relations for ele-

ments of g) of all Mg^zJ.
1
))) and L.Cg'Ca*

1
))) to the

extreme right and, respectively, left position at which

they annihilate the vectors |> and <| . For finite-dimen-

sional representations of the Lie algebras considered re-

peated application of lowering operators constructed from

elements of §_
m
 on the right vector |> or raising opera-

tors on the left vector annihilates it. Thus, the series

in formula (1.9) breaks off at the corresponding term

which provides the possibility of writing solution (1.9)

as a finite polynomial/
4
/.

It is obvious that expression (1.9) gives the complete

solution of the Goursat problem for system (1.8). Indeed,

since the functions 11+ are subject to the initial conditi-

ons M
+
(a

+
)=l, M_(a^)=T, it follows from (1.9) that

g(a
+
, z_)=«+(a

+
)g~(z_), g(z

+
, a_)=g+(z

+
)g~(a_),

i.e., general solutions (1.9) can be expressed in terms of

the initial data g(a
+
, z_) and g(z

+
, a_) on the characte-

ristics z
+
=a

+
 and z_=a_.

An important characteristic of the functional (or para-

metric in the one-dimensional case) manifold on which so-

lutions of integrable dynamical systems are defined is

their Pontryagin index (or topological charge in gauge

theories; see, for example,/
5
/) which is proportional to

the action for self-dual configurations. For systems (1.8)

connected with a simple Lie algebra & its density q(z
+
,z_)

can be expressed in the form/6/

8



д
2

S.v
±
k. ln[f

( l {
(K)/(z • г , )

1
) . (1.10)

Here k.. is the Cartan matrix of §, symmetrized by the

matrix V=diag(vj,...,v
r
), Vk=k

T
V, 8.=2 X C k "

1
) ^ , ^ are

the coefficients of the expansion of the element H in terms
of the generators of the Cartan subalgebra of §, 1 <i, j ^
<r=rank§, and f ̂

1
4K)=<i|K| i> is the matrix element of

the i-th fundamental representation of § with normalized
highest vector |i>. This formula makes it possible to
classify solutions of system (1.8) for particular boundary
conditions determined by the physical formulation of the
problem.

In conclusion we note that in physical applications
the study of nonlinear systems connected with a gradation
of a simple Lie algebra coordinated with an arbitrary in-
tegral embedding in it of a three-dimensional subalgebra
s£(2) on restricting to m"=l in (1.1) was first stimulated
by the problem of cylindrically symmetric self-dual solu-
tions of the Yang-Mills equations (instantons) and spheri-
cally symmetric monopole configurations (see, for example,

/ 6 7 /

1.2.2. The Two-Dimensional Generalized Toda Lattice
with Fixed Ends.

We illustrate the general consideration of the preced-
ing section for an important special case of system (1.8)-
the generalized (finite, nonperiodic) Toda lattice to the
study of which many works have been devoted. Within the
framework of the construction being discussed, it is con-
nected with a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra § equ-
ipped with the canonical gradation: gL= {h-j}, §.-,-{ X.

 л
 },

1/2 ^^ "̂̂
*<j^r; J

+
= 2£j *+i» H=28-jh., where h. are the generators

of the Cartan subalgebra of §, and X+. are the root vec-
tors of simple roots of § satisfying the commutation rela-
tions

[X+i, X_J = 8ijhj.(i



Setting in (1.8) g=exp[ -2 h. (k"
1
).. .(p.+lnS"

1
)! , we ar-

± i
 i *J J 3

' /8/

rive at the following compact form of writing the equ-
ations of this system for the unknown functions p

i
:

i,z
+
z_

 2 k
i j

e x p p
j
 o r x

i,z z
 и в х

Р ( к » )
1
, (1.12)

J

p (z
+
,z_)= 2k

i
jX.(z

+
, г_)е(кх)

А
. The simplest special

case of it (for g=s£ (2)) is the Liouville equation x z z =
=exp2x. ' +

The solution of system (1.12) follows directly from ge-
neral formula (1.9) in which the functions )1д belong to
the complex hull of the maximal nilpotent subgroups of the

simple Lie group G (L+= ̂ ^ ( z + U ^ ),g£=exp(- 2 ^ ( k " 1 ) ^

•4!n<£ (z+)). Here for the vectors |> in (1.9) we take the

highest vectors | i> of the basis of the i-th fundamental
representation of G which satisfy the conditions

X+J |i> =0, hj|i> = 5ij|i> ; X_j |i> = oVi*U; (1.13)

< | i > =1.
In correspondence with the definition of £'*•'(&) as the
matrix element <i| g| i>, we then obtain the following com-
pact expression/9/ for solutions of the system (1.12):

exp[-Xi(z+f z_)J=exp{- ^ : ) ^

^ ' ^ M . ) , (1.14)

determined by 2r arbitrary functions <f>+.(z+).

To reduce (1.14) to polynomial form we must write out
the matrix element £'А

'(К), for which in analogy to (1.9)
we have

<Ц M^MJ i> = 1+ 2 (-I)™ 2 2 (J
r
..J

a
)

+
 .

*(i
m
. ..ij) < i|X

+ j
^...X

+
j

M
X_

i a i
.

i

(1.15)

10



where „ (1)
z
+ z

+

f d z i
1
^ <«<

1 }
>г" dz<

2
>*

 i
 (z<

2
>:

(m-1) ~
 2

z
+

.../ d z ^
m
\ (z<

m )
). (1.16)

— — m —

Further, the matrix element <i|X,. .. .X. * X
 4
 .. .X

 4
 | i>

J
l
 J

m '^m "
x
l

is nonzero only for i-sj-sri and i =j
 4 >

 l^s^m, where

ь> is any permutation of the numbers from 1 to m, and, mo-

reover ,

m

=5 П [B
±i
 (1+ Aj )-k

±J
 - 2 k,

''l 1=2 1 1 1

5
 I for 2 b , вСз .„,-j

 (
.)"° (1.17)

0 2^1-1
 J
s

J
l »«>

 U ) ( S )

(A proof of (1.17) is obtained (see^
10
^) by using relati-

ons (1.11) and (1.13)). Substituting (1.17) and (1.16)

into expansion (3.15), we arrive at the desired polynomial

form/
3 1
»

1 2
/ of writing the matrix element fM(K) and thus

solutions (1.14). Here it is obvious that the algebraic

structure of the series in (1.15) is determined by the pro-

perties of D(j, со) which depends only on the elements of

the Cartan matrix. Precisely the properties of the latter

for finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras provide the fi-

niteness of series (1.15), the total number of terms of

which is equal to the dimension N^ of the i-th fundamental

represent at ion.

Formula (1.15) makes it possible to very simply obtain

explicit expressions for solutions of the one-dimensional

generalized Toda lattice/9-13/ by imposing the additional

condition of the dependence of general solutions of the

corresponding two-dimensional problem on a single argument

for example, t=z
+
+z_. For this it suffices to choose the

11



arbitrary function* <£+j(z+) in the form c+jeacp(n.z+) for

which all multiple integrals of (1.16) can be evaluated
explicitly, and final formula (1.35) contains dependence
only on t. The general solution'10' depends on 2r arbit-
rary parameters d.ab C_j and п., l^j^r, which play the
role of constants of integration of the corresponding or-

dinary differential equations.

1.2.3. The Two-Dimensionalized System of Lotka-Vol-

terra Type (Difference KdV)

The two-dimensional Toda lattice (1.12) is closely re-

lated to a number of nonlinear differential-difference

equations of first order in the derivatives. In particular,

the finite system

N
2i-l,z

+

=
 ~

N
2i-l

( N
2i"

N
2i-2

> ;
 ^ i . z . ^ i ^ i + r ^ i - l * '

(1.18)

l<i$r+l, Но^зг+г
3 0
»
 w n e r e t h e

 functions N
a
, Ka<2r+3,

depend on two independent variables z
+
 and z_, and can be

considered as Ba'cklund transformations of Eqs. (1.12) for

the series A
r
. The one-dimensional case of the lattice

(1.18) has its applications in physics, ecology, radio

technology, etc. (see, for example, refs./*^"^*'). It

follows directly from the form of system (1.18) that the

functions P
i
5^n(N2i_

1
N

2i
), p'5?n(N

2 i
N

2 i + 3
) satisfy system

(1.12) with a Cartan matrix of the series Aj..Since general

solutions of each of systems (1.12) for p
A
 and p{ each con-

tain 2r arbitrary functions (<£+i(z+) and ФЦъ+),while the

general solutions of (1.18) depend on Ur+i arbitrary func-

tions, it follows that (1.18) as a Backlund transformation

for (1.12) possesses a functional ambiguity in the one ar-

bitrary function <£o(z_). Thus, the scheme of integrating
system (1.18).consists in establishing a connection bet-
ween the functions Ф+±(ъ

+
) and <^|(z

+
), which is most sim-

ply done proceeding from the following form of the recur-

rent relation for solution Y^=exp(-x..) of the Toda lattice

12



Here Ф
+
- (z

+
) are arbitrary functions of their arguments

which denote the multiple integrals (1.16); Д# (X) and

Л{(Ф+ ) are the principal minors of t-th order of the mat-

rices (5/*z^i-l(a/AB_)J-lx and Ф
±
 .jstf/az+re+j, ree- .

pectively. It can then be shown/
18
/that Ф^«= *+i» * - i

e

- ^_i
+
 ̂

o
(

z
_) *-i z »

 a n d
 *

h e f i n a l
 expression for solu-

tions of system (1.18) has the form

N Ф
~
 [ A

< *

1 / г
 , (1

N
2i= V V * -

 > / A
r

( ф
-
 )J
'•

 Y
i-l

Y
l+l<

Y
l

Y
i> '

where 7^ and У! are defined by formula (1.14).

In the case of an even number of functions N
a
 Eqc.(1.18)

can also be considered as a Ba'cklund transformation con-

necting solutions of system (1.12) of the algebra Aj. with

solutions for Ap.-j which actually corresponds to replacing

the boundary conditions N
o
=N

2
r+2

= 0 b y
 "о^э +l

ss
°*

 T h e e x
P~

ressions which hereby arise from (1.19) are determined by

2r arbitrary functions, since then ф~ =-[1п(с +2с
1
Ф_

1
)1 ;

c=const.

Passage to the one-dimensional version of (1.18) and

(1.19) is realized in complete analogy with the correspon-

ding substitution for the Toda lattice.

The one-dimensional equations of type (1.18) are clo-

sely related (by the discrete Miura transformation, Nj=

=(l-iTj)(l+iTj_
1
)) with another lattice of interest in

applications

which is finite for T_j=-T
r+
,=i. Proceeding from the known

solutions of the original system, solutions of (1.20) can

easily be constructed in explicit form as continued frac-

tions ^
1 8
/

1.3. Integrable Systems Connected with Semiintegral

Embeddings. " ~~~ "*"""

A second special case of system (1.1) arises in consi-

dering semiintegral embeddings of the subalgebra si(2) in

the Lie algebra § and considering in (1.1) the contribution

13



from the subspaces §£, e+i/2» •
nd >̂+l« Here representa-

tion (1.1) in the gauge E~aO can be~"rewritten in the for»

+ +l|+Ej, d/dz_**y&l } -0 (1.21)

and for the operators Ej and X^ we have formula <1.7).Int-

roducing new functions 'S^f2^/2, & _ -gl?/2 f"1, we

arrive at the following system:

Чё
1
/

2
,

(1 22)

It representa equations for the function g of the complex

hull of the group G
o
 and for the two elements 6J/

2
, ta-

king values in the subspaces (3*1/2 °*
 t h e

 algebra £. It
is obvious that for null functions 6J'2 system (1.22) re-
duces to (1.8). The simplest nontrivial case of (1.22)
with a minimal number of components is the supersymmetric
Liouville equation connected with the superalgebra osp(l[2),,
which we consider in Sect. 7.5 as an example of a general
construction of supersymmetrical systems generated by the
Lie superalgebras.

1.4. Solution of the Cauchy Problem.

For system (1.22) and, in particular, for Eq. (2.8) a
solution of the problem of integrating them on the
basis of initial data can be obtained, i.e., a solution
in the entire two-dimensional space (z+, z_) is recovered
on the basis of the values of the functions and their
first derivatives on some contour. To this end we rewrite
(1.22) using (1.7) in the form

(1.23)

which is equivalent to (1.22). In the representation space
of the algebra % we consider the vector |> annihilated by
the action of all elements of the subspaces g4m, m>0.
From (1.2) and (1.23) it then follows that the vector

,̂ z2)f> does not depend on the argument z^. Similarly,

14



for the vectored! annihilated by all elements of §__,
m> 0. we see that *1 g(z*, zj)%"i(z*, z*) does not depend
on zj. Hence,

(1.24a)
Indeed, the matrix element on the left side of (1.24a)
does not depend either on z* or on z*f and, setting z;J=
«z^f zfszf, we find the validity of Eq. (1.24a). Relation
(1.24a) connects 4p v

Vt. - ' *

¥
z+"*±* x ч

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

matrix elements of the group structures at three distinct

points of the plane (z
+
, z ): P(z~, z

2
), Q(z?, z

1
) and

zr). Here (1.24a) can be rewritten in the form

(1.24b)

The element g can be computed along some contourf connec-

ting the points Q and R by means of (1.2) and (1.23)

4 1 А Л
 R

g (Q)g(R) =Гехр/1у1£ , (1.25)

у
 Я
 уwhere Î dc» Â+dzj. + A_dzj,, and Г is the ordering symbol

along the contour у. Graphically the situation looks as
in Figs. 1-3. The values assumed by the functions &^/

2
,

&_ , the group parameters of the function g, and its
first derivatives along the contour у Joining the points
Q and R are the initial data determining the matrix ele -
ments of g in the entire space' 20/

#
 -po the solution of the

Cauchy problem there corresponds a contour parallel to the
x axis (fig. 2); to the solution of the Goursat problem
there corresponds the contour of fig. 3. The solution of
the latter hereby coincides with that obtained in Sec. l.l
(this approach in the special case of the generalized Toda
lattice with fixed ends was proposed in work/21/).

15



1.5. Supersymmetric systems

In this Section we will spread the methods developed
above for the case of supersymmetric systems. Right here
we shall stress a difference between superalgebraic and
supersymmetric system». By the former we mean the systems
generated by the Cartan-lfaurer form (1.2) taking values
in a Lie superalgebra. The systems are usually called in
physical applications supersymmetric ones if they are in-
variant with respect to the group of supersymmetric trans-
formations that generate a symmetry of the scattering amp-
litude satisfying the fundamental principles of the rela-
tivistic field theory. In this the number of bosonic and
fermionic states is the same for each representation of
the supersymmetry group.

In fact we have already came across superalgebraic sys-1-
tems. Really, equations (1.22) admit a double interpretati-
on.On the lone hand in accordance with their construction,
they are generated by the subspace §_j *§_i/2#^o* §
• § + 1 of 7/2 graded Lie algebra. Here the coefficient func-
tions f+1/2 are mutually commuting (even) functions of
their arguments. On the other hand the same system can be
obtained in a quite analogous way if one supposes that the
corresponding Cartan-lfaurer form A takes values in super-
algebra § s= § • §=•, whose Z-gradation is consistent with
its Z2-gradation, i.e., the even part §g= « g , the odd

m*Z *
part §j= ® ^2m+l* Here Z-gradation of § s is carried out

meZ
by the Cartan element H of the subalgebra at(2) integrally
embedded in §x, while the evenness of the form A is provi-
ded by the Grassmannian properties of the anticomauting
functions f+i/2« However, the arising superalgebraic equa-
tions are by no means always supersymmetric in the sense
of their invariance properties. It should also be noted
that often meeting in literature the direct generalization
of the known integrable two-dimensional systems by ad hoc
substitution of the derivatives d/$z+ in representation
(1.1) with supersymmetric covariant derivatives D+»$/0<L +
+10- d/?z+ (0+ are odd Grassmann variables), and the ad
hoc substitution of A by odd elements of the Grassmann
hull of the superalgebra gs already by no means the inte-

16



grability of the obtained equations and only in certain

cases it does provide their supersymmetry. Moreover, it

is not possible to achieve this for all Lie superalgebras.

For the solution of the problem of extraction of super-

symmetric subclass from superalgebraic systems confine

ourselves with a consideration of the contragredient Lie

superalgebras/
22
/ and remind some of their specific dif-

ferences from the usual (even) Lie algebras. Generally

speaking, several nonequivalent systems of the simple

roots and, correspondingly the Dynkin schemes or the Car-

tan matrices, can be associated with the same Lie super-

algebra. Here except the standard (white) vertex о asso-

ciated with the ef(2) subalgebra, the Dynkin schemes can

contain grey® and/or black • vertices for the bases of

type sf.(l|l) and osp(l|2) respectively. To ensure (in

the framework of our algebraic construction) the equality

of the number of the fermionic and bosonic fields it is ne-

cessary to use the Lie superalgebras § generated by its lo-

cal part with dim §
о
=*Ит§^ and with an odd system of the

simple roots, whose Dynkin schemes contain only grey and

black vertices. In this Z-gradation cf superalgebra §
s

will be carried out by the Cartan element H of its osp(l|2)

subsuperalgebra with the basis {H,J + }< [ osp(l|2)]==sf(2)

and Y
+
f [ osp(l) 2)]^-. In other words, associate gradations

of §
s
 with those embeddings of s£(2) in §_ that are con-

tained among the embeddings of osp(lf2) in g s=g-®^. It

is evident, that such embeddings take into acco-
unt the structure of g s more definitely, while the trivia-
lization of the odd part of the corresponding generated
equations identically turns to the already known for us
systems of the even case.

Thus the construction of the supersymmetric systems is
obtained from the following scheme. Consider the product
(anticommutator)

t D + + 2 «+(*+>, D_+ 1 e"(f_)]+, (1.26)
O^mm + O^m^m"

in the Grassmann hull §S(A), where e? are odd functions

of the variables (z+, z_, 0 +, 0 ). They take values in the

subspaces §+_ of a superalgebra (3
s, whose Z-gradation is

consistent with its Zg-gradation. Here the functions *

in the expansion of a2"1 are odd anticonmuting functions,

17



while f^-(2m-l) l n £^ra~1 are even elements of the Grassmann

algebra. Keeping in (1.26) the contributions only of the
elements of the local part of § s and equating this product
to zero we come to the modified Cartan-Maurer equation/23/.

To obtain a supersymmetric extension of system (1.8)
co-ordinate a gradation of gs with the embeddings of a
subsuperalgebra osp(l|2) in it. Then, using form-invari-
ance with respect to the gauge transformations generated
by § Q ( A ) , in the gauge i°=0 we have

Here go(z+, $± ) is a function in the Grassmann hull of

Lie group Go with Lie algebra § Q. Whereof there directly
follows a supersymmetric extension of equation (1.8)

whose component form is

+[¥_ ,t g~\g o» Y_ П , (1.29)

Here <£+slgo f. g~» Y+J+, Ф_=[5*_> Y_i+; go=g (z+)g f l, g.=

=exp \$ф (z+)+ -00^(z + )J ;g (z + ) and scalar Ф(г+) are the

и 1
functions in the complex hull of G

o
; ф= - 1ф,

г
 #_J+~

2

-[Y_, g~ Y
+
g 1. owing to the equations of motion; ф (z

+
)

is a two-component column of the Majorana spinor (with an-

ticommuting values) in the complex hull of G ;

Stress that by virtue of the construction the number of

independent bosonic (from g ) and fermionic (from^) com-

ponents of the initial superfield F(z
+
, 0J, g

o
s"exp F",

is identical and is equal to d
o
. ~

For the case of an Abelian subalgebra 8 of a contra-

gredient simple superalgebra §
s
, system (1.28) gives a

18



supersymme: ic extension of the two-dimensional generali-
zed Toda ltttice (i.l2)/23/

D+D_Pi=exp(kP)il (1.30)

where F= ^h.F.. However, in comparison with the usual

(even) case, where each simple Lie algebra § contains the
principal si(2) subalgebra and a definite lattice corres-
ponds to it, here the situation is different. A "super-
principal" embedding/25/ E: osp(l|2>#-gs, which generali-
zes for the superalgebras the notion of the Dynkin-Kos-
tant principal embedding, exists only for the series
s£(m|m+l), osp(2m+l| 2m), osp(2m|2m), osp(2m+2|2m) and D(<*)

(for any a). Even for them it exists only for the comple-
tely definite choice of the simple (odd) root system, i.e.,
for the corresponding choice of the Cartan matrix. In this
the Dynkin schemes are of the following form:

at (mjm+1) osp(2m+l| 2m) osp(2n| 2m)
n=m,m+l

osp(l|2)

»—ф

Any other choice of a possible simple root system does

not already provide the supersymmetry even for the super-

algebras from this list.

The classification of the embeddings of osp(l|2) in a

finite-dimensional superalgebra §
s
 obtained in/25/ allows

one to put explicitly in correspondence an exactly integ-

rable supersymmetric system to each such embedding. The

supersymmetric extensions of completely integrable systems

(like periodic Toda lattice, in particular, sine-Gordon

equation, see Sect. 3) are related with the superalgebras

with the following properties. They are of finite growth

and possess a simple root system which after cancelling

any vertex in the corresponding Dynkin scheme, leads to

the schemes of a direct sum of the Lie superalgebras admit-

ting the superprincipal embedding.

The general procedure above developed for the integra-

tion of two-dimensional nonlinear systems generated by the

Lie algebras is fair also for superalgebras. Some specific

19



peculiarities typical just for superalgebraic (supersym-

metric as well) systems will be clarified by the example

of the supersymmetric Liouville equation which is obtai-

ned from (1.30) for the case of osp(l| 2) superalgebra.Its

component form is as follows:

d
2
X/dz

+
dz_=exp2X+l

rh
I

r
expX, d4f~/d*

r
 в¥+ехрХ. (1.31)

In accordance with the general scheme in this case the

elements M
+
 (see (1.4)) are represented as exp(vix

+
+«—Y+),

where v
+
(z

+
), v"(z_) and s

+
(z ), «~(z_) are the usual

(even) and anticommuting (odd) functions, respectively.
So, for the general solutions of equations (1.31) we
have/26/

-v v -

These expressions can be written in terms of arbitrary
functions Ф

+
(х+, 0

 +
) and Ф~(г_, в_) for the superfield F

in a form/27/

(1.32)

The procedure given for integrating equations (1.31)

is naturally generalized also for the systems associated

with arbitrary contragredient Lie superalgebras and, spe-

cifically, for (1.28) and (1.30). Here, corner stone of

the problem lies in constructing the elements N+ and g
o

with the known M
+
 satisfying, as for the case o"f Lie al-

gebras, equations of type (1.4). Note that even for the

superprincipal embedding, knowledge of the values of the

highest vectors of fundamental representations, dependent

on the element lt̂ M̂., is insufficient to find general so-

lutions. This already manifests itself in the simplest

example considered above in which it is impossible to re-

20



construct the functions exp2X and Ф~ proceeding only

from the highest vector M+lJI_ = 1 - v
+
v" -« + «-.

Concluding this Section we note that equations (1.28)

represent an N=1 - extension of the corresponding nonli-

near systems associated with Lie algebras. The constructi~

on of the N >1 - extensions completely follows the scheme

developed above, and these extensions arise in the con-

sideration of integrable (2|2N)-dimensional supermani-

folds/
25
/.

1.6.1. The Algebra of Internal Symmetry and the Local

Integrals of the Motion.

In the preceding sections in studying ways of descri-

bing exactly integrable systems we proceeded from a presc-

ribed pair of operators of Lax type which made it possible

to construct both the exactly integrable systems themsel-

ves and to obtain explicit expressions for their soluti-

ons. However, the very fact of the existence of such a

pair for a system is a consequence of the presence for it

of a solvable algebra of internal symmetry § with a fi-

nite number of generators from which the entire algebra g

can be globally recovered by successive commutations. It

is thus very desirable and even necessary to have criteria

making it possible, proceeding from the form of the sys,-

tem, to draw conclusions regarding the properties of §

whose nontriviality provides the integrability of the cor-

responding equations by assigning to them operators of

Lax type with a given graded spectrum. In other words,the

problem can be posed as follows: suppose there is given

some system of equations; we ask whether it has a nontri-

vial algebra of internal symmetry and what its properties

are. The conjecture formulated in the Preface is con-

nected with just this area of problems.

In application to systems of form (1.8) the investigati-

on of the Lie-Ba'cklund algebra reduces to the study of the

so-called defining system/20/

,^^-* e'V+^l 3- ' (1.33a)
;

5(gf,z
+
g~

1
)/dz_=[j

+>
g[f,J_ ly

1
] , (1.33b)

^ which is obtained from original equations (1.8)

by differentiation with respect to some parameter x with

the subsequent identification g _g~l=f. Solutions of
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system (1.33) are sought in a class of solutions of Eqs.
(1.8): the function f is assumed to depend on the vector
arguments

whereby all mixed derivatives can be eliminated by means
of (1.8). (Here, as previously, e£ is an arbitrary element
of §o, not depending on z+, z_). A complete collection
of solutions of the defining system (1.33) for operator-
valued functions f taking values in go, defines the Lie-
Back lund algebra of Eqs. (1.8).

We note that system (1.8) itself is not, generally
speaking, Lagrangian, since the augmented system of (1.33)
possesses the Lagrangian

L=Sp|fz+i

which on independent variation of the group element g and
the operator-valued function f leads to Eqs. (1.8) and
(1.33), respectively.

A criterion for the exact integrability of system (1.8)
is the presence for the system

<>/dz W (A?, , . . , Да )=0; <9/<?z_W (Д2 . . , да.)=0, (1.34)

of the so-called characteristic system
/ 2 0 > 2 8

~
3 0 /

 of d
Q
=

;= rank § functionally independent solutions (local in-

tegrals). This condition is equivalent to the finite-dimen-

sionality of the Lie-Ba'cklund algebra of system (1.8).

The result of constructing integrals of system (1.8) is

the following/
20
/. With each multiplet of the embedding

of sf(2) in § there is connected a local integral Wg whose

order coincides with the moment (?) of the multiplet, the

total number of functionally independent integrals is equal

to the number of integral multiplets which coincides with

the dimension of the subspace §
o
.

It is possible to obtain a generating function for in-

tegrals of exactly integrable systems (1.1). To this end

we rewrite (1.2) in the form

g
tZ+
4(E°. + 2 E*.); g

z
 4 S E* (1.35)
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and consider the matrix elements <p|g(q>= V of the £ -th

representation of % whose vectors <pj and |q> are subject

to the conditions §_m|q> =0,
 <P|§4m

!=0i «>!• According to

(1.35), af?J/3z_=0. We compute the derivatives of *|П

with respect to the argument z
+
 up to Ng-th order where

N£ is the dimension of the £-th representation of §. We
have

^ <p| g(E° + 2 Bj)| q> =

= 2<p| g|t>

and, similarly,

V
Eliminating from the (Ng+D-th relation the expressions
for the derivatives of the(Ng)matrix elements <p|g|t> ,
we arrive at the single equation of the Ng-th order

whose solution does not depend on the argument z_. Hence,
the coefficient functions of (1.36) also do not depend on
z_, i.e., <?/dz_(WnW~l)=0, and hence W^w"

1 are integrals

of the characteristic equation of system (1.1).

1.6.2. Construction of the Solutions on the Basis of

the Integrals of the Motion.

Here we shall describe a general scheme for finding
explicit solutions of exactly integrable systems proceed-
ing from a complete set of integrals of the characteris-
tic equation. We first illustrate the computational tech-
nique for the example of the Liouville equation with an
explicit "constant of interaction'J x z z « A2exp2x. The
Lax pair is spanned over s£(2) whose generators satisfy
the relations [H,J+] = +2J\j., [ J+, Jj _= X

2H, For zero va-
lue of X2 it goes over into the algebra Eg of the group
of motions of the pseudo-Euclidean plane, and the Liou-
ville equation goes over into the two-dimensional Laplace
equation х

л
 =0 whose general solution is well known:
О » И

 +
И_
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Q +
( z _ ) . We recall that the characteristic equf-

ation always has an intergai of second order»*2"* iLe."

-x
2
 (5w

2
/dz

+
=O) not depending on A

2
. This implies'thst

*
22 +

Wg'Ie preserved for any value of *
2
 and, in particular,

for Л
2
«Ю, i.e., X

|Z
_

z
_-xf

z
_« *-,.«_«."•*?«

 o r
» «<iuiva-

7
V )
 о* о. (1.37)

lently, */#*г_1ехр(-2^_)*/Ав_ехр(&. -x))«0. Integration of

the last relation automatically gives an explicit soluti-

on of the Houville equation depending on two arbitarary

functions, whose internal symmetry algebra is E
2
 as for

the Laplace equation.

In the general case the Ba'cklund transformation of syet-

tem (1.8) can be written in the form

«гС*О,/л
в
 л

в
 \ wt

v
)t ?• A

e
 \

П ; 3

n
 С Д

У "

where the index "o" means that the corresponding group

elements contained in the definition of A
8
 and Аф are

replaced by gjj(z_) and gn(
z
+)> respectively. This transfor*-

mation guarantees that gfgl is a solution of system (1.8)
without a right side.

 u
 °

We now consider the procedure for constructing general

solutions of the equations of the Toda lattice (1.12) pro+

ceeding from transformation (1.37), having equipped the

right side of (1.12) with the factor A
2
.

To this end we rewrite (1.35) for the given system in

the form

(b) g
>z
_=

(xs*h.x.); the desired solutions' exp х
А
»<Ц g|i> 5 *

А

satisfy Eq. (1.36) in which the coefficient functions do

not depend on z_ according to (1.38b). (Here for the ,

vectors | i> we take the lowest basis vectors of the i-th

fundamental representations of § ) . As in the simplest case

of the Liouville equation, they can therefore be chosen fo?

A
2
«o, and it is correspondingly possible to replace x in I

(1.38a) by an arbitrary operator-valued function ^(z
+
)m

= 2hj^,(z
+
). Considering this, it follows from (1.38a)
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that g exp(-$) is subject to Eq. (1.4) with L+(

exp(k^)-X+. and can be represented by the Z+-or-

dered exponential

where g (z_) is so far an arbitrary function of Go. Iden-

tifying exp[(k^)j+(l/2)lnSj] with <£+j(z+) and defining

g (z ) from relation (1.38b), we arrive at expression
о —

(1.9) or (1.14) for the desired general solutions of sys-

tem (1.12).
•

1.6.3. Lie-Backlund algebra, characteristic and defi-

ning equations

Up to now we proceeded from a definite scheme which

made it possible to construct exactly integrable systems

but not to enumerate all of them. However, there exists

an alternative approach developed, for example, in

refs.'30,31/ __ |д -this the methods worked out which give a

way to establish the presence or absence of an internal

symmetry algebra for a beforeset equation. Naturally, here

one use this or that assumption on a form of a system of

equations. This circumstance essentially restricts the ge-

nerality of such an approach.

As an example we cite the method from' ' for the fol-

lowing systems of equations

(1.40)

where u is n-dimensional vector. This method classifies

systems (1.40) on the basis of the number of independent

Lie-Ba'cklund transformations W=W(u_,u,
rr
, ... ) that carry

Zi ZIZJ

the solutions of system (1.40) into, solutions of the

equation. (In what follows for simplicity we denote z+

and z_ as z and z, respectively,)

3W/dz_=0. (1.41)

The structure of the Lie-Ba'cklund algebra admitted by

the system of equations (1.40) is determined by the num-

ber of independent solutions W=W(u
z
, u

zz
,...) of characte-

ristic equation (1.-41). The derivatives u with respect to

z in Eq. (1.41) are eliminated by means of the original

system of equations. Denoting и-гизКи* .., u
n
) , u,,ai

o
=

in 1 1 1 zz 4

=(u;,...,u«), we note that
25



(1.42)

The coefficients of the operator (1.42) depend not only

on и^, U2,... but also on the n parameters u=(ur..., u
1 1
).

Therefore, characteristic equation (1.41) is an overdeter-

mined system of n+1 equations c№ /Sz^dVf/du^^bjffdu
2
^. ..=

=5w/^u
n
=0. The operators д/dz, д/ди generate the Lie al-

gebra, which we shall call the characteristic algebra of

the system of equations (1.40).

In addition to the characteristic algebra we have the

operator

д д д д
— = D = u, —- + u

o
-— + u_-ГТ- + ... , (1.43)

dz l?
 2

ди ^<?u

which commutes with the operator (1.42) and, therefore,

carries solutions of characteristic equation (1.41) into

other solutions. Solutions W*,...,W
m
 of the characteristic

equation are said to be independent if цЗуг are functio-

nally independent. It is readily verified that the maxi-

mal number of independent solutions of characteristic equ-

ation (1.41) is equal to the order n of the original sys-

tem and that this possibility is realized if and only if

the characteristic algebra of system of equations (1.40)

is finite-dimensional. In this case, the Lie-Ba'cklund al-

gebra admitted by system of equations (1.40) can be desc-

ribed by explicit formulas in terms of the solutions of

the characteristic equation.

Another important case, corresponding to integrability

of system of equations (1.40) by the inverse scattering

technique, is realized when in addition to an incomplete

set W*,...,W
m
, m<n, of solutions of the characteristic

equation there are precisely n - m independent series of

solutions f=f(u},U£,•••) of the equation

We recall that the solutions f=(f2,...,fn) of the de-
fining equation form the Lie-Ba'cklund algebra admitted
by system of equations (1.40).

Decomposing the operator (1.42) with respect to a comp-
lete system of linearly independent functions <4(u), we
represent it in the form

g - X ^ ( u ) X j . (1.45)
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The operators Xj, which act on the space of the variables

uj, u
2
,..., are the generators of the characteristic al-

gebra. Their multiple commutators generate the charac-

teristic algebra as a whole. The case of a finite number

cf generators corresponds to linear dependence between

the derivatives F
u
, F

uu
,... of a certain finite order.

This last requirement leads to the functional dependence

N

F(u)=2exp(uB)C
e
,

where uBP^Su^B*^, B*^ is a set of N
2
 mutually commuting

matrices, and C* are arbitrary n-dimensional column vec-

tors. In the simplest case of linear dependence of the

first derivatives, dF/du
s
=A

s
F, we have for F

F(u)=(exp2u
J
A

J
)C, (1.46)

where A*,...,A
n
 is a set of commuting matrices, and С is

a constant column vector.

We consider the case when all the matrices A* in (1.46)

are diagonal: A =(af. )=S k. . We denote p
a
= 2 к-ди^ .

ij ij i* «Р

Then system (1.40) for C
a
 =1 takes the form

u ^ ^ e p p , l , . . . , , (1.47)

and the generators of the characteristic algebra can be
written in the form

Xu= 2 e~pa(eP\. — , (1.48)

k=l k ' ди£

where

u«= k к \ Р *

For the commutators [ X
a
, D], we have

9
 a

^ ^ ^ „ Х ^ Ц . . . ] and
x
« /»„ *i be the multiple commutator of order

n-1 with index *[ omitted. Then, using induction, we can
prove
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p-1 p
 < 1 5 0 )

+
 ы i.jt*

a
i
a
k
u
f'"

Z
k «р"р-1«Р«1—-V

We now consider the contragredlent Lie algebra with
the 3n generators Y*, Y~, and h

e
, which satisfy the com-

mutation relations

+
 ^J Y^l-ik^Y^. (1.51)

If we introduce D = i Y , then we obtain an algebra with

the 2n+l generators D, h^, Y^.

Using induction again, we can prove

p-1 P

It follows from the vanishing of the right-hand side of
(1.52) and the properties of commutation formulas (1.51)
that Y

a
 - -0.

On the other hand, from the vanishing of the analogous
expression in (1.50) there follows

This relation, regarded as an equation for X
a
, has only a

trivial solution Х
л
 „ =0, since the operator X

does not contain differentiation with respect to u^. There-

fore, it follows from the vanishing of the right-hand side

of (1.52) that X» ,...,„ "0. Therefore any relation bet-

ween the multiple commutators is also satisfied in the

characteristic algebra, i.e.,

\
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Thus we come to a conclusion that if к coincides with the
Cartan matrix of a finite-dimensional simple algebra then
the characteristic algebra of the exponential system coin-



сides with a nilpotent part of the simple algebra span-

ned on the positive roots. Analogously, due to the sym-

metry of system (1.40) with respect to the substitution

z 5?z the same conclusion can be done for the operators

which are obtained from X
a
 by substitution of differentia-

tion over u{* to differentiation over u*(z-»z). Evidently

they commute with the set of X
e
, because the differentia-

tions are carried out over different variables and the

whole Lie-Backlund algebra is determined from the initial

simple algebra using the Ihonu-Wigner contraction. That

is the multiplication of each root vector on A
m
 indepen-

dently of a sign with m being the height of a root and Л

tends to zero. Therefore the internal symmetry algebra of

generalized (finite nonperiodic) Toda lattice is a sol-

vable finite-dimensional algebra. A more detailed proof

of sufficiency of this statement as well as enumeration

of all systems of type (1.40) possessing a soliton stock

of the solutions is given in Refs/
7
>

3 0
>

3 2 /
.

1.7. Application of Perturbation Theory to the Const-

ruction of Exact Solutions.

The Ba'cklund transformations (1.37) for system (1.8)

obtained in the previous section admit the following in-

terpretation/
33
' in the language of the operation of cont-

raction of Lie algebras. Namely, the interaction constant

A
2
 introduced as a factor in the right side of (1.8) can

be considered as a contraction parameter of the algebra §.

Here to the zero value there correspond "flatter" algebras,

and the systems connected with them can be integrated tri-

vially. This circumstance suggests that since the operati-

on of contraction is a continuous,expansion of solutions

in powers of its parameter should lead to convergent seri-

es. Therefore, it is natural to apply to systems of the

type (1.8) the standard machinery of perturbation theory.

To this end we expand the element g of (1.8a) in powers

of X
2
, noting that g(z

+
,z_)|

A
2

 Q
 =go(z

+
)g~(z_), and repre-

sent it in the form

g=g*El + A
2
v-+ xV+... ]g"=g

+
p(v)g~. (1.53)

О •!• Z О О О

Substituting (1.53) into (1.8a) and making trivial trans-

formations, we obtain the equation
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(P^P
 z
 )

z
 = A

2
[L_(g~), p"

1
L

+
(g*)pl_ , (1.54)

and the reduction procedure of integrating it leads to

expression (1.9).

1.8. Exactly integrable systems in quantum region.

The perturbation theory methods allow one to construct

the solutions of exactly integrable systems in quantum

region'
1 0
»

3 4
"

3 6
/. To be definite we confine ourselves by

a consideration of generalized Toda lattice (1.32) whose

Lagrangian density is

L =
 \

 2 v
i

k
ij W

x
i ^

e
 dXj/dt-dx

t
/dг д х./дг) +

if j

+ X
2
Sv

i
exp(kx)

1
, (1.55)

z
+
= -(t±r). The Heisenberg operators exp(-x

i
) under an

extension to the quantum region are polynomials over Л

as in the classical case, but the physical interpretation

of the results meet with certain difficulties caused by

the well-known problem of the free fields of zero mass in

two-dimensional space. A way to overcome them consists in

transition to a translationally - ndninvariant scheme where

the solutions are periodic functions of cyclic spatial co-

ordinate, i.e., -L^x^L and x
i
(r+2L)sK

i
(r). This scheme can

be considered as a regularization procedure for the trans-

lationally- invariant theory with a subsequent investiga-

tion of its properties in the limit L -* «>. The scheme is

also interesting because it must turn into the quantum

theory of one-dimensional lattice when L-»0 and it gives

the known formulas/
10
»

35
/ for the corresponding Heisenberg

operators.

Calculations of the Heisenberg operators can be done

with the help of two alternative methods: on the basis of

finite time half Is-matrix (the Mueller operator playing

the role of the Backlund transformation which connects in-

teracting fields with free fields) or using the Yang-Feld-

man equations which are solved through iterations.

The canonical quantization of Lagrangian (1.55) with

periodic boundary conditions leads to the commutation re-

lations for
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_ . _ ~ч
q1+(t/2L)pi+

+ аехр[

wher q
i#
 p., a~ are arbitrary operators, ф.& х

 n
 are asym-

ptotic (free) fields. They have a form

f^i(z), ^(z')l= -iftk^DCz-z'), кцакцу-
1
, z

s
(z

+f
z_),

D(z)sl/4 2 [«(z^-nD-HCz.-nL)! ,

Па-и

с is sign-function, * is the Planck constant. Then the
general expression for the Beisenberg operator exp(-x^)
is a finite polynomial over the interaction constant which
maximal power coincides with the dimension of the i-th
fundamental representation of §. The n-th term

of the operator is given by expression'
34
^

_)...«w(jn) (1.56)

H e r e z + z_

z —Ь Z'j-u

• f+rt 2 r~* 2 \ i t ^-Л

ẑ -L zj-b
with

j / f фг1

± a

- = 2 ~expl-(2Fin/L)z±l.
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The functionals si depending only on p are given by the
formula

±. n ! + +
S.sfl |l-exp[- -(p-

J _ - & J.8

with
. _i J л

P. 5PJ -bilivj +Ui 2. k.j
J s

 J s J s

Рч »Рч +1пУ^ +Hi 2 к.
J S J s J s i_i J l J s

The quantities К ... have the form

where

l
J
s

1 for 4=0,

0.

The coefficients in (1.56) depend on -ft and on the Car-
tan matrix elements. They are just the same as in the cor-
responding formulas for the formal transition to L -» » .
In the classical limit (*-*<), L-» *> ) we come to above ob-
tained expressions (1.14) for the general solutions of ge-
neralized Toda lattice in classical region.

Formula (1.56) under the formal transition L-» « admits
an algebraic interpretation'^6/ ̂

n
 terms of the associa-

tive Hopf algebras which are called in paper'^' quantum
algebras. To clarify this correspondence consider 3r ele-
ments satisfying the commutation relations

sh(fh
i
/v

1
)

[ X X ! ^
 }

 , [h
lf
 Xjjl-kjiXjj. d.57)
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where k is the Cartan matrix of a simple Lie algebra, г

is a numerical parameter. When
 r
 •* 0 relations (1.57) turn

into the corresponding formulas (1.11) of the simple Lie

algebras. In what follows we will put *=1.

In absolute analogy with the representation theory of

the simple Lie algebras the finite-dimensional realiza-

tion of (1.57) can be constructed in terms of the highest

vector. Namely, define the highest vector |£ > of a repre-
sentation (£3...£r) by the conditions X+i|£>=0, Ь±

|£> =

=£ f£>, I4±4r, setting other base elements by the action

of the lowering operators on the highest vector

|i1,...in> ^С_
А
 ...X_ i|£>, X_..<j\.

The pairwise scalar products of the vectors of the const-
ructed base, <jji> = <£|X+i .. .X+i X i .. .X , |£> , are

i ^Jn -^Jj •«•! - i n i

easily calculated with the help of (3.57) and in prin-
ciple give a possibility to single out the linearly inde-
pendent components in the representation space. By induc-
tion we show that

5 i< J| * > -г „ 5 A •
(1.58)

(compare with (1,17)). Here the sum goes over n? permuta-

tions of the numbers l...u; k^. coincides with the corres-

ponding element of the Cartan matrix if the ordering of

indices <n . coincides with the ordering in the initial

basis element | i> and equals zero in an opposite case. As

for the Lie algebras we will call the i-th fundamental

representation the representation with &=5
±
,.

In terms of the given algebraic scheme formula (1.56)

in the limit L -» °° is presented in the form

exp(-x i )= <i|exp(-2 hj<i+j)M+M~1exp(-2 hj ф_р\ i > , (1.59)

where </>
+̂
(г

+
) are the asymptotic field operators, M

+
 sa-

tisfy the equations of S-matrix type (1.4) with X
+ i
 being

the generators of the above introduced Hopf algebra (1.57).

Stress once more that formula (1.56) results from a di-

rect calculation by the perturbation theory method and its

algebraic interpretation is, in fact, only a statement.Re-

ally we have no independent explanation for it
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The generators of an algebra which is obtained from

the Hopf algebra by the Inohtf-Wigner contraction can be

constructed using the dynamical variables of the asympto-
2 +

tic fields, X+1»J exp^-(z|)dz^.. By a direct check it is

r
 A A

 11 г
Л Л

 r
 A

easy to be convinced that lX
+
i, Х_Л=О, IHijX+jIe+kjjX

л •

where IL̂ s ̂ .(z
+
)- ^ ( z _ ) . This fact is not unexpected.

The interaction constant for exactly integrable systems

is proportional to the contraction parameter. The inter-

nal symmetry algebras of interacting and free systems co-

incide and they are solvable. It is obtained from the

initial simple Lie algebra by contraction when each root

of the algebra is multiplied by A
m
 with m being the height

of the root independently of its sign.

2. EMBEDDING PROBLEM OF DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
AND EXACTLY INTEGRABLE NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

The group-algebraic methods of integration of two-di-

mensional nonlinear systems, developed in the preceding

Sections find a spontaneous application in the embedding

problem of differential geometry. Here the manifolds are

defined (up to the motion in the enveloping space as a

whole) by its fundamental tensors satisfying the Gauss,

Peterson-Codazzi and Ricci equations (see, for exam-

ple/38-40/). For two-dimensional manifolds the criteria

of solvability and finiteness of growth for the internal

symmetry algebra of the equations allow'
43
' to classify

the integrable cases in accordance with a grading spect-

rum of the Cartan-Maurer form. The latter takes values

in Lie algebra § with which structure the enveloping space

is supplied. In this the choice of the spectrum is equiva-

lent to the conditions on the fundamental tensor components

of a two-dimensional manifold. These conditions are rea-

lized in a matrix structure of the third form . For example,

the classification of various subclasses of system (1.8)

in accordance with the embeddings of sl(2)-subalgebra in

the Lie algebras is equivalent to a classification of the

cor res pone' ing manifolds.

Ft< multidimensional case due to the absence of the con-

structive integrability criteria we can not say anything
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on the classification problem. Moreover, here there is a
very small list of equations which are integrable on this
or that class of exact solutions (for example, three-di-
mensional Kadomtsev-Petviashvili and the three wave equa-
tions, four-dimensional self-dual Yang-Mills equations).
At the same time the embedding equations of differential
geometry themselves, known to possess the integrable sub-
classes, can be served as an injector for multidimensional
nonlinear systems if one return to the "old" parametric
formulations in a spirit of Bianchi, Darboux, Eisenhart,
etc./

40
/. In this the equations can be written/

2 3
»

4 3
/ in

the Cartan-Maurer form

=o (2.1)

for the embeddings of a manifold V
n
(x

3
, . ...x

11
) in the

flat enveloping space RJJ supplied with the structure of
the Lie algebra g . Here the functions a

A
(x) in the ex-

dim§
 ±

pension A±= 2 aj(x)e. over the basis вд of the algebra
A=l "" ~

are expressed via the components of the principal fundamen-
tal tensors of V

n
.

Before we proceed to the classification problem of two-
dimensional integrable manifolds let us discuss the struc-
ture and some properties of the multidimensional case.Con-
sider such a subalgebra g° of § that the factor-space
g / g ° is symmetric and decompose the space g into a direct
sum of subspaces go and §\ \§°

t
 § ° }

C
 g° , [g

 X
, g*Ic g° ,

Hg , g 1 С g . In accordance•with this
dim g° dim g

l

A
±
(x)= 2 4?.00e°+ 1 <*ieOOeJ. (2.2)

k=l
 l k k

 a=l

where e ° f § , e
a
 e g . Substituting (2.2) in (2.1) we come

to the equations

.I c* ( ^ *l - ̂ ^ )->
k
'P (2.3)

"' (2.4)

where С are the structural constants of g. The functions
<^

k
(x) and <£ja(x) a^e considered to be related with gauge
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invariant combinations of the exterior and interior cha-
racteristics of V

n
. They don't contain arbitrariness in

the choice of the normals to V
n
 as well as the parameters

on it, i.e. ф° and Ф* are functions of some fields f(x)
and their first derivatives.

Subsystem (2.3) serves for determination of the func-
tions ф° depending via <£*<f) of the fields f and their
first derivatives and must be satisfied identically. At
the same time equations (2.4) are just the unknown nonli-
near system for the fields f which have to be form-inva-
riant with respect to the transformations generated by the
subalgebra g ° .

Thus we obtain dim §°.n(n-l)/2 equations for dim&n -
- dim §° - dim §*»nO»-l)/2 independent functions. However,
a part of these equations also can be satisfied identi-
cally under a choice of the appropriate conditions on the
functions Ф±д, while a part of the independent functions
ф° can be reduced with a help of the definite additional
symmetry conditions like relativistic invariance putting
on the equations of motion an on the fields. Mathematical
expression of these conditions is equivalent to a setting
of a grading spectrum of the functions A^.

Let us illustrate a relationship between the functions Ф°
and ф

1
 with the fundamental tensors for the case of the

algebra SO(N) with g°=SO(n). Then, realizing this algeb-
ra in terms of the tensor base with :he elements Мдо(=»-Мзд,
1< A, B<N), we have*)/

4 3 /

о о

Here К-м(
х
)=8.н is the metric tensor of V

n
, Ч у 0 0 =4 л ̂

and t?
b
(x)= -t

b a
 are the components of the second funda-

mental forms and torsion vectors defined in V
n
, e **(x) is

a repere in V introduced by the relations ebe^=g ,

g
i
:e^-eJ=5

fl|/
 . The functions yf

v
 (x)= ~ y p are the "spin"

connections related with the Christoffel symbols Г
к
. (sym-

metric connections) by the formula

Here and in «hat follow* the «tarnation convention 1* used for a l l
type, of indices: i,J,k, I (»., v , p ,t )«1, ...,n; a.b, . . .m+1 Ц.
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A system arising when expansion (2.5) is substituted

in (2.1) has the standard parametric form of the Gauss,

Peterson-Codazzi and Ricci equations/
40
/. These equations

are essentially simplified by putting a condition of SO(n)

invariance for the embeddings of n-dimensional Riemannian

manifolds with flat normal bundle related with the Gras-

smannians SO(N)/SO(n)®SO(N-n). They are represented/
42
/

as the following system for the functions ^(x) and <

l^
e
<N-n-l, N>n>N-n,

(eJ;p)+eJD (e
Pi
;

dp
 /

6x
 a

P
 /дх+2

-
1 K

 J к a

(2.6)

D
j k
(e

P i
; p )=0, i^j/Mi; (2.6)

д <**/д xj = й>*е
 P±
~

 P
i dp

 ±
/Э

Here we used the notation

D (f; P)= dZf/dxgXj

This system can be obtained from representation (2.1) with

the functions A
A
(x) determined (up to a gauge transforma-

tion generated by the subalgebra SO(n)©SO(N-n))by the for-

mula

A i
( x ) ^ S e

P ±
 ^ P i / ^ j M . j + ^ f M ^ ^ + e ^ . (2.7)

The latter results from (2.5) in the considering case.

In particular, for Ns»+1. (when <a* are absent)

and ?e
 x

=l equations (2.6) represent an equivalent form
l

of Bourlet type/ ' completely integrable system, whose so-

lution provides the necessary and sufficient conditions

for the construction of an arbitrary local analytic immer-

sion of the n-dimensional Lobachevsky space 1^ in Ron-1 «̂

Note that the integrability have been established by Dar-

boux/
4
^/ who gave a proof that the general solutions of

this system are expressed in terms of n arbitrary functi-

ons each depending only on one argument (but not defined

on a submanifold). After Guichard, Darboux and Bianchi
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the system has been investigated in detail within a geo-
metric formulation in Refs./

44
»

46
/ and in further also

in Ref,/
47
/. In the latter paper the direct and inverse

scattering methods are used. In fact this system realize
the Gauss equations for hyperbolic (constant sectional
curvature - 1) n-dimensional submanifolds of Rjjn-l* У°

г е
~

over, even without the condition 2e i=l it describes

the Riemannian spaces V
n
 of constant curvature (or the

principal second-order hypersurfaces of the flat space

R
n+1
)with n orthogonal hypersurf aces, g

i
j(x)= 8^e

2
Pi.

In the simplest case n=2 we have one equation which is

reduced to the Liouville equation when e
2
^+e

2/>2
=0, while

for e
 3
+e

 2
=] it coincides with the sinh-Gordon equation.

System (2.6) as the abovementioned case probably is
completely integrable under quite general assumptions.lt
possesses the following quadratic (over derivatives) con-
servation laws:

Р]ГР
 /дх е>р

IS J J

p —P
k e

^ * * (2.8a)

and, if D
i ; j

(|e^
s
; p )=0,

9/вх
±
[ 2 1е

2(Р
3-

Р
ь\д

Р

2 P j
l / (2.8b)

Besides that, there is the Ba'cklund type transformation
which relates the solutions of system (2.6) and a "free"
system resulting from the former with the absence of the

term e
P i P

3, i.e. when \e
P±
, <u? | -^A~

1
U

/ > 1
«f} with Л

A i о
being a contraction parameter.

Let now go to the classification problem for two-dimen-
sional Riemannian manifolds V

2
. To realize the conditions

on the grading spectrum of the functions A± aA-̂ +iAg at

first rewrite expansion (2.5) in the root form for the al-
gebras 0(2r), i.e. for the series D

r
,
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А
+
= 2 Г

 х
«/з) • (2.9)

Here the trace is calculated for indices i,j=l,2 of the

matrices

r+£,-l f 2r-l,2r r~1 2(r-y)+l,2(r-y)+2 l 21.
U+ si 12t ̂. ~ i t .j. — — У+ j

2
 "

y=l ~

I, odd r

>, even r.

The following notations are used above:

3<a,b<2r; sf
A
s ^

£e are the elements of the canonical basis in the root
space Rr through which the simple roots of D r are expres-
sed by the standard formulas na = ea -ea+i » U < < r-1,

*r-"r-l+ir-
Now consider all nonequivalent gradations of § consis-

tent with the embeddings of subalgebra s£(2) in it. If
we require in accordance with the general integrability
criterion that A+(A_) takes values in subspaces g with
nonnegative (nonpositive) grading indices then we come to
the conditions on the functions R*j and, consequently, on

V
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the coefficients of the fundamental forms of V
2
- For the

solution of the analogical problem for the case of ortho-

gonal algebras Bj. of odd dimensions it is sufficient to

equate the roots ffj and »
г + 1

 of the ir-system of D ..In

terms of the coefficient functions this is equivalent to

the equalities S^*"*»^ =0. These conditions can be exp-

ressed via the eTgen functions of the third fundamental

forms matrices of V
2

Л. | ia -~ •»

/41/
x

o
=i(z -z ). (For more details see' ).

Thus we obtain a classification of various types of in-

tegrable manifolds V embedded in the enveloping space

Rĵ  with a structure of an orthogonal algebra. This clas-

sification corresponds to all unequivalent embeddings of

s£(2) subalgebra in SO(N) and is formulated in terms of
the conditions on a structure of the third fundamental
forms of V2. Here there are not only wellknown varieties
of manifolds as minimal and constant curvature ones but
also intermediate types.

3. COUPICTELY INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

3.1.1. Introductory remarks

Soliton type solutions are related to equations whose
internal symmetry algebra although is infinite-dimensio-
nal but possesses finite-dimensional representations with
the spectral parameter (see Section 3.2). A construction
of a group element (exponentiation of infinite-dimensional
algebras) in the general case is not successful. But with
certain constraints for given representations of infinite-
dimensional algebras of a definite type this task may be
carried out. In this the group element for the algebras
responsible for soliton solutions should be represented
as a matrix of the corresponding representation of a finite-
dimensional group whose matrix elements are polynomially
dependent on the spectral parameter.

In this Section we will introduce an algebraic method
for constructing system of equations possessing soliton-
40



type solutions together with their explicit form, bypas-
sing the stage of investigating and exploring their inter-
nal symmetry algebra. The problem of the necessity for
such an approach and the existence of systems having soli-
ton solutions that do not fall within the scope of our
construction will not be considered here. In any case,
all systems that are integrable by the inverse scattering
method fall within our approach. In all cases it yields
explicit formulae for soliton-type solutions even when
traditional methods' ' (the inverse scattering method,
the "dressing" procedure related with the Riemann matrix
problem, and etc) become so cumbersome that it is impos-
sible, from the purely technical standpoint, to produce
solutions.

The initial (input) elements of our scheme are speci-
ally coded data of the structure of the internal symmetry
algebra of the system which are used to express, by seve-
ral algebraic operations, soliton-type solutions together
with systems of equations they satisfy. Here, the solitons
of sine-Gordon, Korteweg-de Vries , nonlinear Shroedinger
and other wave and evolution equations and their systems
are described by common formulae distinguished only by
the parameters related to the internal symmetry algebra.

3.1.2. Rational Function Algebras

As noted in the preceding section, the internal sym-
metry algebras of soliton equations are infinite-dimensio-
nal and, consequently, have an infinite number of genera-
tors. An infinite-dimensional algebra g(«)with generators

Lj^'k, may be set to correspond to each finite-dimensio-
nal algebra § with generators Li? where ag (l^s^N) is
a set of arbitrary N parameters of the algebra, k £ 0 is

a set of integers. We will use the following implementa-

tion for the L^s» generators:

Ь
±
*'

к
Е(Л-ад)".

к
Ь

±
 (к<0); l£s Л* Ц (k>0). (3.3)

We will draft the commutation relations



In writing the latter equality, we used the familiar rule

of decomposition into simple fractions. The first and last

equalities determine the infinite-dimensional algebra

abstractly by representing its structural constants. As

indicated by the formulated' method, infinite-dimensional

algebras of this type have finite-dimensional representa-

tions with the spectral parameter Л (see (3.1)). There is

not yet any established terminology for infinite-dimen-

sional algebras of this type and we will arbitrarily call

them rational function algebras §(«,/9 ,..., y) where the

symbol 2 designates an initial finite-dimensional algeb-

ra, while the indices («, /9, ..., y) secures the "posi-

tion of the poles", through which, according to (3.2) the

structural constants are determined.

Infinite-dimensional subalgebras of rational function

algebra, so-called Kac-Moody algebras,are studied syste-

matically/
54
/; these are semisimple infinite-dimensional

algebras of finite growth. They are internal symmetry al-

gebras of equations of a generalized Toda lattice with pe-

riodic boundary conditions, whose integration will be car-

ried out in Section 3.4 of this chapter.

3.1.3. Spectral Equation

In this section we will provide select auxiliary infor-

mation needed to understand the general structure of the

formulation of soliton solutions.

Let g be the element of a certain finite-dimensional

representation of dimension Щ (i.e., g is a NpcNj-

square matrix> of group G whose parameters depend on the

independent variables z, z,etc. Then gg"
1
 (the dot desig-

nates differentiation over one of the independent

arguments, while the prime designates the other) takes a

value in the corresponding algebra

gg"
1
^, g'g"

1
^. (3.3)

A so-called Cartan-Maurer identity holds between U and V;

this reflects the equality of the mixed derivatives (•'»'•):

U'-V+[U,V) «0. (3.4)

Until some additional conditions are imposed on the para-

meters of element g, (3.4) is an identity. However, if

certain additional conditions are imposed on the elements

U and V (for example, they cannot be expanded over all ge-

nerators of the algebra, but only over strictly defined
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generators), then (3.3) converts to a system of equations
for the parameters of the element g, while (3.4) goes over
to a system of equations for the matrix elements of U, V.

We will examine in more detail the first of the two
equations in (3.3)

g-Ug, (3.5)

where g is the element that takes values in a certain Lie
group, U is a function that takes values in the correspon-
ding Lie algebra. Matrix equation (3.5) is a system of
equations for the parameters of group element g (it is
assumed that they are functions of an independent argument
and the differentiation is carried out over this argument),
and in this sense it is invariant with respect to the cho-
ice of any algebra (and group) representation. On the
other hand, (3.5) may be considered as a matrix equation
where g(U) are matrices of a certain finite-dimensional
representation of the group (algebra). We will designate
the basis representation vectors | e > , < /31 (a, /3 extend
over values from 1 to N«, Ng is the dimension of the rep-
resentation). Formula (3.5) makes it possible to calculate
the serial derivatives of element g:

gs g g

(3.6)

Writing the matrix elements for the first Щ derivati-
ves between the basis vectors <l| and \a> ,we have

[8] Щ
<1 l i | « > = 2<l|Us|/3Xj8 | g|«> *< l |

/8-1

/3=2
<1|U | /3></3|g|«>. (3.7)

Eliminating the ty-1 matrix elements </3|gje> (/3*1) from
the system of Nj equations (3.7),we derive an ordinary
Kith-order differential equation for the function Ф

а
 н

.

«-0, (3.8)

where the index s labels the lines and extends over values
from 1 to N{, and the index /3 labels the columns 2</3< Щ.
Thus, all the elements in the "first" line <l|g|«t>.satis-
fies the same H^th-order differential equation (i.e., they



are its fundamental solutions), whose coefficients are
expressed explicitly through the matrix elements of the
matrix U and its derivatives up to theflty - l)th-order. We
will call equation (3.8) a spectral equation.

The matrix elements <jB|g|a> (2^:/3<N«) may be found
from a linear system of (Ng-1) equations (3.7) (l^s^
^N£-1), and in this manner the matrix g is explicitly exp-
ressed through Щ fundamental solutions of the spectral
equation, the matrix elements U and their derivatives up
to the(Щ-l)th-order,inclusively.

The coefficient functions of spectral equation (3.8)
may be expressed through a set of its fundamental soluti-
ons by known relations. For this we rewrite (3.8) in the
form

[.n]i * [.n-ll n-2 [ .kj
Ф - - Ф + 2 (-1)

K
 a

k
 Ф =0. (3.9)

V k=0

If we use Ф
а
 (l<:*^n) to designate the set of fundamen-

tal solutions of (3.9) and incorporate the designation

Ф .
them:

ф } for the determinants constructed with

I Ф Ф
.8

Фn

Ф\ Фг
'.s

2
i [.s

2
)

Фп

Фп

e
ф
2

С S3

• Фп
we obtain

,„ [.n-1]
фф ф | Ф Ф

(3.10)

We determine from a comparison to (3.8) that the coeffici
ents a. are expressed through the matrix elements U_ (see
(3.7)). Here it is necessary to carry out the following
substitution in formulae (3.10):

[••]
Ф

а
 ^ <

1
l

u
s l «

>
'
 U
o

= 1
-
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This relation will become useful in constructing the mat-
rix elements via the known set of fundamental solutions
of the spectral equation.

Systems (3.3) is invariant with respect to transforma-
tion

C 1

which is called a gauge transformation. Generally speaking
this transformation alters the set of fundamental soluti-
ons of the spectral equation. However in this case when
the gauge transformation does not affect the elements of
the "first line" of the initial matrix g*),the spectral
equation is invariant with respect to such transformations,
since the set of its fundamental solutions does not change.

3.2.1. Soliton Solutions Related with the Algebra
s£(n,R).

In this section we will describe a general construction
for formulating equations and solutions of the soliton
type for systems of equations associated with the rational
function algebra s£(k+l, R)(*j, о .,), Consider

square (k+l)x(k+l)-raatrices g, whose matrix elements are

polynomials in the parameter A and have the following

structure. We introduce explicit expressions for the ele-

ments in the left upper corner from which we may derive

the general structure of matrix g:

(3.11)

Pn

1

1

1

P 2

*2

V1

2 П 2

P 3 -
П 3
3

Л • • •

n 3 + l

The capital letters P, Q, and R in (3.11) designate the

polynomials of corresponding degrees (indicated below) in

Л with a coefficient equals 1 for the highest degree; the

set of line letters q, r, ... are polynomials of zero

System (3.3) Is Invariant with respect to the multiplication on the
right for the arbitrary constant matrix g

o >
 which is equivalent to a tran-

sition from this set of fundamental solutions to their linear combina-
tions.
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degree. We will introduce the diagonal matrix exp(h<£) with
matrix elements [exp(htf)Ja|g = 8а

рехрф
а
 , where Ф

а
 is a set

of k+1 arbitrary functions of independent arguments z, z"

meromorphically dependent on spectral parameter Л (with a

finite number of poles of arbitrary order and polynomial

behaviour at infinity) subject to the unique condition

k+1

2Ф
а
 =0.

« r = l
*~ Ъф

We w i l l require the k+1 columns of the matrix gage
to be l inear dependent at the n 3 +n 2 +...+n f e + ; 1 +k points of
the A-plane, i . e . ,

0=1
 P H

 A=A,,A
O
,...A ,, (3.12)

P "1 2' n
1 +
n

2
+...n

k + 1
+k'

where c
a
(X

s
) are the constant coefficients. In view of the

fact that detgadetg is a polynomial of degree ПЦ+П-+...+
+n
k-(-l

+k i n
 * vanishes precisely at theSn^+k points of the

A-plane, by virtue of (3.12) we obtain

det g= Д (A
s
-A)s* (A).

Requirement (3.12) unambiguously defines the coefficient

functions of the polynomials P, Q, R, q, r and the zero

components of the function? Ф
а
яф

а
(\)+1

а
, as the solutions

of the linear system of algebraic equations. Indeed, the

number of unknown coefficients of the first line is equ-

al to nj+n
2
+.. .n

fe
=Jn

e
 plus к independent components

k+1

expf_( £ f-=0)» the number of unknown coefficients in the
1

polynomials of the second line is equal to n -l+n2+3+n3+...+
+n =Sn a plus к polynomials of zero degree q^, q ..., q f

etc.

Thus, all matrix elements of g (in the general case the

k+1

matrices (k+l)X(k+l) are determined by the (k+J)( 2 n +k)
a
k+l

parameters (more precisely by their ratios): the k( J n
g
+k)

as]
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values of
 c

a
(^

s
) plus the 2 n

a
+k values of Л and^ finally,

k+1 «=1
the k( 2 n +k) values of the functions Ф

а
 at the 2n

e
+k

о=1 * *
points of the Л-plane. Allowing a parametric dependence
of Ф

а
 on several additional parameters, by virtue of the

construction we transpose the dependence to the matrix
elements of g.

.We will construct the element of the algebra si(n, R ) :
tHUg"

3
! where the dot designates differentiation with res-

pect to the independent parameter z in ф
а
 . By definition

of the matrix we have
U
e/S **

в
*в<0 -• a)d*t~ «, (3.13)

where the operation designed as (3 •* a indicates that the
matrix g (/3-* a) is obtained from the matrix g by repla-
cing its /8-line with one of its arbitrary a-lines. We
will use as examples the case of 3x3 matrices:

*12

g
ll

 g
l2

 g
13|

31
 g

32
 g

33|

etc. Since

det'^g, u
2
3=det

, we obtain

812

g
21

g21

det~V

*ехр<£д and the entire analytical dependence of u
a
g in

(3.13) on the parameter X is determined by фо and, conse-
quently, the analytical properties of the matrix elements
fully recreate the analytical dependence of Фа on Л ;
det g(j8 •• o), like det g, vanishes tby virtue of the de-

^ k+1
finition of the matrix elements of g) at the 2 n

0
 +k po-

tt el

ints of the A-plane. Having defined Ф
а
 as meromorphic func-

tions of the parameter Л with a finite number of poles of
odd order and polynomial behaviour at infinity, from (3.13)
we find

det g(/8 -• a ) "* «J N
u^

c
 = m 2 2 +2 A V

s=l в
л
в

det g

where ц
а
 are multiple poles of the functions ф

а
, n,, is

their minimal order, N is the maximum polynomial degree
of ф at infinity. The coefficient functions u

8
,, Ug are
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found by standard analytical function methods. Admitting
a dependence of ф

а
 on a certain other parameter with

the prime designating differentiation over this parameter',
in precisely the same manner we find

together with the Maurer-Cartan conditions

V-U4-[V,U3'=O (3.34)

after equating terms for different powers of Л we derive
a system of non-linear equations solvable by the construc-
tion described above.

We note that all the information on the properties of
the internal symmetry algebra of the system arising here
is coded in the algebraic dependence of the functions ф

а

on the parameter Л, which is transposed by means of formu-
lae (3.14) to the elements U, V, taking values in the in-
finite-dimensional rational function algebra.

The algebra associated with the system of equations
formulated in this section coincides with s£(n, R)

l

ei2>'--> os)i where Oj, a»,..., a are the poles of the
infinite-dimensional algebra. However, an infinite number
of possibilities in the selection of the maximal order a^
of the pole in the functions ф± and their asymptotic beha-
viour at infinity even within the scope of the same algebra
producing different systems (having, for example, diffe-
rent collections of unknown functions) exist.

In conclusion we note that system (3.14) may be refor-
mulated in abstract terms without using a specific matrix
realization in the following manner: it is necessary to
find the elements u, v belonging to an infinite-dimensio-
nal rational function algebra (and, consequently, differen-
tiated by an infinite number of generators) expandable in
terms of a finite number of given algebra generators. Ho-
wever, it is not at all clear what purely algebraic group
requirement is equivalent to the condition of polynomial
dependence of the initial element g on the parameter A.

3.2.2. The Case of the Algebra s!(2,R)

In this section we will explain the results of Secti-
on 3.2.1. using concrete calculations and sample 2x2 mat-
r i c e s

/ 2 0
>

3 2
»

5 5
-

5 7
/ < £ 6 ( A ) £ ( A ) f )
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Matrix elements of g a,re given by the formula
P
n
2
|l n

2

(3.15)

It is convenient for use to express the polynomials of

the first line of g in the form of root products, i.e.,

n- n
2

p
n -И (V

X )
'
 P
n =

П
 (Ь -A).

1
 i=l

 x 2
 j=l

 J

The^coefficients of all polynomials in (3.15), as for the

zero mode фе^, are determined from the linear system of

2(n
1
+n

2
+l) equations

.,«.= .».Д
)-1

(3.16)

The first set ofThe first set of nj-Wg+l equations (3.16) determines the

coefficients of the polynomials P
n
 , P

Q
 , and e

f
, while

the second set determines the polynomials Q^ (̂  and q

for the known values of <i>(k
s
 ) and the 2(nj+n

2
+l) set of

th t t A d (А )the constants A
g
 and с =р(А ).

In accordance with (3.13)

«„=[ П (A-A
s
)J"

3
det

s=l

-1

+1
(A)det

+P

U
12=

>Ф

+P
n
2
 n

2

n
l
 n

2

фР +Р -ФР +Р
П
1
 П

1
 П

2
 П

2

(3.17a)

(3.17b)
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If in expression (3.17b) u
J 2
 is determined through the set

of functions a
A
, b

i t
 f and their derivatives, the deter-

mination of UJJ in (3.17a) will involve both a^, b
A
, and f,

and the set of coefficient functions of the polynomials

О
 1

, О -, q, which, as noted in section 3.1.1, are

1 2

functionally expressed through a., b., f and their first

derivatives. We will now establish this relation in exp-

licit form.

in the form

or

Rewrite the equality detge»

sdet
A-a,

".V

A +•

1

мааим

A-b,

+2
A-b, p

n
 ( л ) Р

п
1 2

(3.18)

Decomposing the R.H.S. of the last relation into simple

fractions and setting equal the residues at the various

poles, we find

-1
n « <

a
i>

P
nn

(3.19)

1 +
 n
2

( b
i

) P
nJ

 n
2

-1

In the latter relations, the prime on the function indica<-

tes that this function lacks the factor that vanishes at A

equals to the indicated value of its argument.

Rewriting (3.17b) in the form

det
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i

i a
4
-A

nj-Hig+l

(Л)Р
П
 (А)

(3.20)

and decomposing the R.H.S. into simple fractions, we find

J J
 Pn <Ь,)Р

П
 ( Ц )

 i
 "

 x
 P

1
 (a.)P (a.)

1 j 2 J n
u
 i n

2
 i

(3.21)

Comparing the latter relations to (3.19), we obtain
*

After these preliminary (auxiliary) calculations, we have

P P
П
1
 П

1
33 n

2
d
et|

a
±
-\ bj-A

A
i
 B

1

A +a+2 ^

-det

a
n
n
3

+ n
2

+ 1

1 2

a,-A V-,
a.

12 a
±
-A

U
l2

( a
i

)
-

U
22

( A )

U
32

(a
i>

Thus, finally,

u

a
i
 u

12
( a
i

)
"

u
12

( A )

ii ^ г ^ ! ^
 a

i *
the matrix element и„- is equal to

P еФ

u,,
22»»"

1 n.
(A)detj

which is clear without any calculations.

(3.22)

= -u
11»
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Finally, we calculate u :

g
21

g11

ll
g
12

d 6 t

g

goo «21 "
 g

99 "19
 g

91
g
11

g
12

 g
13

 g
32

 g
12

 g
31

g
31

g
22

 g
21

g
12

 g
ll

,o Uio(A)

21

11

g
23«

g

g
21

g11

12
44 '0 ir 2
1 3 g

ll
g
12

 g
ll

g
12

2

g
ll

g
12

g
21
u

12
(A)

g
ll

g
12

 g
ll

g
12

( g
ll

g
12

)

-1

g

21

12

f2i a fs
g
ii

 = g
]

J2_
(
f21,

u
ll

 g
li

;

g

!
12

(
g

21
}
2

11

(3.23)

In carrying out these calculations we repeatedly utilize

relations (3.17) which, in the designations used above,

take the form
ДА) и «г

——u-
g12 g11 21

 g
22

g

12
g
32

g
ll

Ж
12

!

g
12

g
ll
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It is also possible to arrive at expression (3.23) for
U
12 *^ utilizing the spectral equation satisfied by the

matrix elements

U
12 " \o "

2 1

12

by substituting ф =g-~=exp ФЩа.-\) into the equation toge-
ther with the expressions derived above for u

n i
 (3.22)

as is done in
 Re
fs./20,32,55-57/.

The last calculation stage involves finding from (3.22)

the second derivative a. from (3.21). Indeed, (3.23) is

equivalent to

а
±
 l • .

 a
i u (a )-u (X)

Ц 2 Ц * )
-Л

• s
a. a

±

u
+
(a

i
)(a

jL
-A)

Matrix element u need not contain poles at the po-

ints X=a. (this matrix element may be calculated analogo-

usly from (3.18) after substituting the second fundamen-

tal solution ё-\2^'
 a n d t h i s

 makes it possible to write a

system of nonlinear equations for determining a^. The

terms in (3.24) without poles produces an expression

for u
2 1
:

, ф(\)-ф{а.)

u
 -22
21 |

The calculations that literally repeat the derivation out-

lined above, yield explicit expressions for the matrix ele-

ments of the matrix V with the obvious substitution • -» ',

U-+-V and the Maurer-Cartan conditions produce a system of

nonlinear equations satisfied by the matrix elements U

and V (see (3.14)).
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In concluding this section we will examine the diffe-

rences between the proposed method for constructing

solutions and the inverse scattering method. As is clear

from the final expression for u--, u^g and
 u
oi»

 t n e m a
*~

rix elements U, V are always symmetric functions of the

variables a^, b.= and, consequently, are expressed through

the coefficient functions cf the polynomials П(а^-Л),
i

Г(Ь.-Л), which are fundamental solutions of the spectral
j

 J

equation. In the inverse scattering problem in each speci-

fic case this relation is reconstructed by means of a spe-

cial method, although it not possible to write explicit

expressions only through the coefficient functions and

their derivatives in the same manner for all internal sym-

metry algebras.(It would seem that this cannot be done

even using explicit formulae (3.22), (3.23)), neverthe-

less there exist variables which may be used to write the

general form of the solution in all cases as was done in

this section (see (3.22), (3.23)).

One natural question may arise as to why it was neces-

sary to rewrite already obtained solutions (represented

by certain matrices (3.13)) through the set of variables
a
i» ^i

 a m i
 *• This was done in order to examine the func-

tional relationship between the various matrix elements

of the matrices U and V which are often functionally de-

pendent on a few functions for which, by virtue of llaurer-

Cartan conditions, a system of nonlinear equations arises;

the simplest particular cases of such equations are inves-

tigated in the following section.

3.3. The concrete examples: sine-Gordon equation,

KdV,etc,

We will examine the most familiar systems and equations

related to the rational function algebra of second order

matrices. When the spectral equations are invariant with

respect to the transformation of the spectral parameter

Л -> A, the second fundamental solution Ф
2
 is obtained frojn

the first solution Ф- by simple substitution: ̂
2
^ )

 =
 ^(*)

and Nj^g, f=0.

Thus, the invariance with respect to the reflection

A -»-A produces, in particular, classical Korteweg-de Vries

and sine-Gordon equations. We will first derive soliton

solutions of these equations.
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__ Consider the simplest possible f orm <£ =
l a n d realize the entire scheme described

here for differentiations with respect to z:

The functions ^j, 0„ a r e obviously linearly dependent when
2 2

л«Ю, i.e., Ps -2ХЦ (A
a
-X ), should be used, the polynomi-

s=l
 S

al P(A) is even with respect to A by virtue of the invari-
ance X-»-X, the multiplier 2 is used for convenience. Re-
lation (3.17b), defining u

12
=u

+
> Is rewritten in the form

N
 о *i

 N
 2 2

D (af-X)[l + S - ~ =D (X - X )u., (3.25)
1 1

 i
 i ^ X l

 S

with Л-» м , it follows that u
+
«=l. Then we

#
obtain using

(3.17a), (3.23) u
11
=U-.=5«X, u

o 1
=u =-2 2a.. Thus,

(3.26)
-X

Now taking Ф= A
3
z, we will carry out the analogous rou-

tine for differentiation in terms of "z:

П (a?-X )[ А
2
+2-~-]=П (X

2
- Х

2
)(л+Х

2
/8). (3.27)

i~l * a —A s i
 s

Putting here X-»«>, we obtain /3=1. It follows fro» this

K
 2

 N
 2 У±

relation withX=O that е'П Х
Л
= П а~^2—. Moreover, calcu-

s=l
 s
 j=i J i a

2

lating in (3.25), (3.27) the residues at the poles А=а
А
,

we obtain

VVI
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From (3.25) with X =0, we have П a .(1 + 2 «-?) = !] X . Thus,

i J * a 2 » s

1
a = 2 a =u and v+= X + z a ^

^Further, calculat ing vQ and v by formulae (3.22) and
(ЗГ23)

v o= X 3 + 2 — i — ( a +X )= X 3 + X 2 a i + 2 a 1 a i ,

i

v_= -2 2 a ± ( a 2 + Xa±+ X 2 ) - ( 2 a i )
2 .

In order to further transform these expressions, it is

convenient to employ a system of second order equations

for the quantities a ^ which follows from the expression

(3.28) for a\:

(3.29)

Here, the expressions in (3.28) should be considered

as the first integrals of the system of second order equa-

tions (3.29) solved for a
±
. Making the simmation of (3.29)

with respect to i, we obtain

• «** •

2Sa
1
a

1
= -2,a.= -u.

I i

Multiplying formula (3.29) by a^ and making the suMtation,

we have

е -u/2, 2a etc.

Any moment for the derivative 2a.a. is expressed through

the function u and its derivatives up to the nth-order,

inclusively.

Using all results for the matrix v, *e have

X
3
+ Au-u/2

V = f
-2X

2
u+Au-2u

2
-u/2 -(X

3
+Xu-u/2)

(3.30)

Substituting the matrices и and v into compatibility con-

dition (3.14), we derive an equation satisfied by the func-

tion u
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-2u'+u/2+6uu=0. (3.31)

This is the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Thus, its soluti-

on и=%'а± is determined by condition (3.16) which is a

system of linear equations for elementary symmetric func-

tions comprised of a. (specifically, 2
 a
±)'>

3
 N N

exp2(X
s
z+ Лд2Г) П (а

±
- A

g
)+C

s
 П (а

±
+Л

8
)=о. l<s<N.

By virtue of this fact (moments of any degree 2a
n
a

i

are expressed through the function u and its derivatives)

any polynomial dependence of ф on Л (such that ̂ (-\)=-^(A))

produces an equation of the type (3.31); the power of the

highest derivative coincides with the degree of the cor-

responding polynomial. Soliton solutions for each such

equation are easily written at the same time that it is

extremely difficult to obtain an explicit form of the same

equation with this (or generally any other) technique.

Such equations ere called higher order Korteweg-de Vries

equations. _

We will now discuss the second example when ф- A~
3
z.

Primary relation (3.17) in terms of z now takes the form

N o 9 9 a i 2 N 2 ?
П (a 2 - A2)[H- A 2 2—-~]= А П(Л -A2)v+, (3.32)

i=l X a2-A2 s=l s

from here

v+= A- 2 (l-2! .)=A- 2 e 2 <\
As before, the relation between the derivatives a' and

a^, a^=a'af/(l- 2a!) makes it possible to calculate

Т
2
)"e = l S a = ( H 2 a а Т ) = П а / П А .

i i i i
a
s

s

N

(We used (3.25) with A=0). Then we put П A
2
=l.

s=l
 S

Carrying out analogous calculations, we have

v
o
=

or

V:
к~Ч-1
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Substituting the matrices Uand V into compatibility
condition (3.14) and noting the fact that -2 J a ^ p 2 * pf

we arrive at the relation (-e2 Pp'+e4P)'«0 which, after the
obvious transformations, results in the sine-Gordon equ-
ation:

p'=e
2P- e"2' .

(We note that it follows from (3.16), determining the
functions a±, that:

lime? =£1тПа
±
=1).

z-» ±<*
 i

As for the £ase of the Korteweg-de Vries equation,the
assumption of ф as an odd order polynomial in A~3 results
in higher order sine-Gordon equations. This is related to
the fact that all moments S . в ЗЕа^а^ are expressed thro-
ugh p and its derivatives: S ,= p; S ше

2
Р-1.

— л —2

The case having both the Korteweg-de Vries equation
and the sine-Gordon equation as its limit arises when using
the function <£=(ot/A + /ЗА3

) z+Az, then

П ( а | - A 2 ) [ - ~ + / 3 A 2 + 2 - r — ] =P(—9+B+CA2)=
A2

 a 2 _ x Л 2

A'

or

a

П(а 2-

a11 a
i - = (A+BA2+CA4)(l+2 ^-).

2 2 2

With A-» ~ we obtain C=/8 , with A - 0 we have B= /32a±= /3u
and, f ina l ly , Asad + S a i / a 2 ) " 3 * o e 2 / ) . So

v + = Д А 2 + и ) + а е 2 ^ " 2 , vQ= /3(A3+ A 2 ' ' : l 2

v_= /8(-u/2-2u2+ Au-2)?u)+ae 2 P(2j A"1- A"2p).

By substitution in (3.14) we produce the equation

2u'= /3(u/2+6uu)-4ар* Р , -2u= *p+p2

 f

which has a set of sol i ton solutions for any « and /3 and
goes over to the Korteweg-de Vries equation with о»о or
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the sine-Gordon equation with 0-0 (see the prece-
ding examples >.

We will consider Ф* A z+ A
-1
z+f as a sample application

of the technique described above in the absence of inva-
riance with respect to transformations of the spectral pa-
rameter. (This case is in a certain sense closest to the
sine-Gordon equation). Here <£(A) contaias the zero com-
ponent f. The primary relation with respect to z is

Ml N2 • 1 К 1 *j

+ 2 \*ф\

from which u
+
«l, u

o
«A+*» u_= -2Sa

l a
 (We remember that f

occurs on the same level with a
i
; bj and is determined

by linear system (3.16).) With respect to the argument z

we have

so
о

1 1

a
i
 a

i
f(2

By virtue of the second order equations of motion for a
(see analogous relations in Korteweg-de Vries and sine-
Gordon equation theory) the function xs2 a~

3
a. and us

are related by the relation

-2u»e+x
2
+2fx.

From the zero curvature condition (3.14) we find two addi-
tional equations

2f'xef *-2ff'+2, u * +2uf'+2x-f »x
2
»0.

Algebraically eliminating u and x from the system of three
equations derived here, we obtain a single fourth order.
equation for the unknown function f.
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We will again rewrite the matrices U and V in explicit

form after performing a gauge transformation eliminating

f from u and f' from v
o
. We have

-2ue

V = A

and from here we obtain

-v
o
+u

+
v_ - v

+
u_=O, у

±

which is equivalent to the following system of three equa-

tions for the functions v
o
, u*

+
, uf_:

v
o
=l/2(u

+
u_) , u+

By further change of variables, these equations may be

converted to the Pohlmeyer-Lund-Regge system in explicit

form.

A second simple example of the nonsymmetric case pro-

ducing a single fourth order nonlinear equation arises

when фа Az+ A^z+f.

The general scheme yields the following expression for

the matrix elements u and v:

• • •

u
+
=3, u

o
=?A+f, u_= -2u, u s ^ a ^ v

+
* \-t,

v
Q
= A +f +u, v_=-2Au+u+2ftt .

The functions f and u satisfy the system of equations

2u=f-2f
2
-2f', u+4fu+4fu+2u'=0,

i.e., a single fourth order equation that is equivalent to

the usual nonlinear SchroVlinger equation which is clear

from the discussion below.

Indeed, after substitution

ue-qr/2, r=exp(-2f) -

we derive the system of equations

r'-r/2+qr
2
=0, q'4q/2-q

2
r»0.
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Putting, for example, q=r*, we obtain the nonlinear Schro'-
dinger equation

r'-r/2+|r fr»O.

In concluding this section we will examine the case
of an_ arbitrary rational dependence of the functions Ф
and ф on X :

,
 ф ( х ) n + 1

2 + % Ф (z)A
s
 s=l

 s

- _
 t

 (3.33)

/3

/8=1 i=l

t
 <j>g(z) and ^>

8
(z), ^.(z) are arbitrary functi-

ons of their arguments and /*
a
 and VQ are arbitrary cons-

tants.
The primary relation with respect to z takes the form

K
J

8=1
 ( A

S"
A )
* <

3
'

(We assume that there are no coincident values among p*t
VQ and X

g
) . It follows from (3.13) that u

+
 has the same

analytical structure of the A-dependence as ф:

s

в s=0

With the designation Р(А)=П(а
±
-А ) П (bj-A)/*(A), we

sequentially calculate the components (u^.)^:
4
' > К * • «-A?"'

1
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(3.35)

к=0

In order to calculate the component (u
+
) , it is conveni-

ent to rewrite F(^) in the form
 s

F(A)= 2
s=l

Now, accounting for the form of (3.34) for the <£(Л), we
may find from (3.35)

(„ ) 2
€=1

nrt
(3.36)

The element u is calculated by formula (3.22):

a u+(ai)-u (A) M n
2 S

+(u S J+ 2
 ф
 A +1+

+ 2 2 J
s=0 i=l

 u
+<

a
i>

 a
i ~

A

For the (u
o
)^, (u

o
)

s
 components, we obtain

«I

0 =f, jf. 2
* i l

N

J = 2
S

l а а (3.37)
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Carrying out analogous calculations for the components u_,
from formula (3.23) we obtain

n
 n

tf , a
 e
 ~, +**^ч

 e
 'k»s k=e t»o

(3.38)

n-s , n k-s-1

(u.)
e
--2 2 Ф_,_

тЛ
Л

вГ
 2 (u

A
)

v
 2

 J
-,

J

k
-m-s-l -

We note that the functions F, A
fe
, as well as Ĵ , J

8
 are

symmetric with respect to arbitrary permutations of a
i

(or bj) and, consequently, are expressed through elementary
symmetric functions comprised of the quantities a^ (or bj).
The latter are determined from linear algebraic equations
(3.16). Calculation of the components of the matrix ele-
ments u is carried out precisely the same manner.

 t

Expressions for the components (v+)&, (v
+
)

t
, ( V

O
) Q ,

(v
Q
)

t
 are obtained from corresponding expressions for the

elements of the matrix и (3.35)-(3.38) by substitution

u-^v, •-*•', ф+$, ^ + va , М-»>Й, n
e
-» no , n-»n.

The system of equations satisfied by the constructed
functions (3.35)-(3.38) are obtained from the zero curva-
ture condition (3.14) after substitution of expression
(3.33) and setting the corresponding coefficients at the
poles equal. For example, in the simplest case

we obtain the so-called equations of the principal chiral

field

(see, for example^
32
/).

3.4. Periodic Toda Lattice

Our example for generalizing the results of preceding
sections for the case of arbitrary nxn matrices will be
the particular case representing an area of independent
interest: the equations of the Toda lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. The system of equations of the gene-
ralized Toda lattice is interesting primarily because it
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may beiconsidered as a model of quantum field theory with
exponential Interaction in two-dimensional space. The
simplest single-component representatives of this class
include sine-Gordon and Zhiber-Shabat equations.

The system of equations of the generalized periodic To-
da lattice (in one possible representation) takes the form

-1 I *
' 1- 2 t,fi

v
), (3.39)

P
4
(z,z*) are the unknown functions of two independent ar-

guments, &«s(kf)
a
, к is the Cart an matrix of an arbitrary

semisimple algebra, t
v
 are the coefficients of expansion

of the maximal root К in terms of a system of simple roots
U=lt

v
d

v
, v

d
 is defined by relation Vttk*£ «V/^k^,

((Ук)
т
аук), symmetrizing the Cartan matrix, the index « ex-

tends along all values from 1 to r (r is the rank of the
semisimple algebra). We will also incorporate the follow-
ing designations: h

a
 are the generators of the Cartan sub-

r

algebra corresponding to the simple roots,(hpk. 2 h«4if

± «-
1

X
e
 are the root vectors corresponding to the simple roots

and Xy| are the vectors corresponding to the maximal (mini-
mal) roots.

Henceforth we shall limit our examination to only the

A^ series (the algebra of the (k+l)X(k+l) - matrices with

a zero trace)for which (3.39) is specified

(3.40)

In the last formula, the index Л shoud be considered peri-
odic with a period(СГ:

Equations (3.39) results from the compatibility of the
linear system

(3.41)

-8
e
)x;+ X""

k
-

1
exp(Mp)XJj]g ,

Thus, (3.40) is replaced by the requirement to find an
element g in which only simple positive roots, the minimal
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root and the Cartan elements are present In the expansion
gg"1» while only simple negative and the maximal roots are
present in g'g"1. This requirement, as noted above, con-
verts Maurer-Cartan identity into equations.

For the case of the simplest (vector) representation
of the algebra Ak, x£ is a (k+l)X(k+l) matrix with the

only nonzero element

V ( X M ) T

(here B±. is the Kronecker symbol).
The highest vector of the fundamental representation

of dimension k+1 is subject to the condition Xt|1> =0,

hfl|l> =£ai|l> , the representation basis is as follows:

| ]> , Xj|l> , Xp£j|>, . ...X^X^j.. .Xj |1> (consequently

< l | x ; =0, <lf h e=5a !<1 |, b a s e < l | , < Л |Х^,. £
We wil l use the designation фа5. <1| g|ct> for the e le-

ments of the f irst l ine of the matrix g (a i s the index
of one of the base representation vectors, 1£ a^ k+1).The
elements of the s- l ine are expressed through the functions
фа and their derivatives up to the fs-l)-order, inclusively.
Indeed, differentiation of фа yields

^ |d > =/Ji < 1| g | a>

or

&2л= <l|X+g \a> = e P 1 ( e " p ^ c ) '

Further,

g 2 e < l | X

-(^-PjXllxJ g|a> +<l|X+x£g

Continuing the reduction process up to the s-step, we
obtain
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and, finally, calculated g
k + 1 a

 we obtain an equation

satisfied by function ф
а

(e

S
k(e

S
k-l

(
... (е\е~

Р 1
 Ф

а
У У... )'=A

k+
V»^

a
 , (

3
.42а)

k+1

The matrix elements gg^ may be expressed in precisely the

same manner through their derivatives with respect to dif-

ferentiation ':

.k+1 ft. So , S
= Л e

 2
(e

 2
... (e

(We will call equations (3.42a), (3.42b) spectral equa-

tions).

It is natural for the matrix elements g
3a
, calculated

by two different methods, to coincide, and this require-

ment results In precisely к equations relating derivati-

ves of various orders with respect to different variables:

k
"

S
 (3.43)

We will call the derived system of к+2 equations (3.42),

(3.43) the scalar L-A-pair of the equations of the perio-

dic Toda lattice for the A. series. We note that system

of equations (3.42), (3.43) is invariant with respect to

transformat ion

ф +"ф = e *^ , A •* \

i.e.

which, with respect to p
a
, coincides with the Weyl reflec-

tion of the first simple root of the algebra. We shall use

this transformation below.
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First we will introduce information needed to integ-

rate the system of the scalar L-A-pair. We will assume

the following analytical dependence of the functions "У&.

on the parameter A, which is standard for soliton solu-

tions:

N

^ A
k + 1

= A
k + 1

-П (a
r
A),

(We will drop the index a where it is not needed).

For the logarithmic derivative we have

• N

iMA+2

a.

"—:>Ф = Ф Ф>
i=l

 а
Г

л

from which we obtain, by induction, the following for the

s-order derivative

'ф' (3.44)

It is easy to prove by induction that the analytical de-

pendence of the functions ф
в
 on the parameter A is as

follows:

s-2

|
f
 1 , (3.45)

f
 a

i ~
A

where в£, А
±
 are specific functions of â  and their deri-

vatives up to s-order, inclusively. Utilizing the designa

tions of pagargaph 3.3. for the Wronskian V of the system

of functions ф
а
 , l^a^k+i, we have

(•k) k+1

П - в Ф
а
и^Ф

1
Ф

2
---Ф\\ =

a=l
N

= П (3.46)

By definition V is antisymmetric with respect to any per-

mutation of roots A
e
 and, consequently, is proportional

to the Vandermonde determinant
 w

k + :
p The technique for cal

culating the determinant of the type (3.46) is rather

simple and standardized. The first column is subtracted

from all columns of the determinant and by substitution

of (3.44) we derive the common multiplier from each column
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resulting in П (Л-А ). The reduction routine continues

•A *
with the second column (with a fixed first column) ,etc.

Finally we obtain

N
 д

 N a*~^A*

1
 (3.47)

к +1

It is obvious that equation (3.42a) takes the form

(.k+1) k-1 (.s)
 k + 1

ф + 2 u ф =А ф. (3.48)
s

Since the functions ф
т
 form a fundamental system of solu-

tions of equation (3.48), their Wronskian is a constant

and, consequently, all coefficients of polynomial (3.46)

of the Nth-degree in the variable A
k + 1

 are also constants.

For this reason we will call the matrix

+ S *< 0<k < l £ O /3>a-2),

the integrals of motion matrix. We will need Viete's theo-
rem for equation (3.48) to establish the relationship bet-
ween its coefficient functions and set of fundamental so-
lutions. It follows from the constancy condition of the
Wronskian that the set of fundamental solutions of equa-
tions (3.48) may be expressed through k+1 arbitrary func-
tions ф

3
 in the following manner/

58
' (this may also be

observed by a simple direct test, see (3.52) below, etc):

z г *i *«-2

(3.49)
The functions ф are subject to the unique condition

k+1 к .
 к + 3

 k+2-s
ф Ф ... *

k + 1
- П ф =1. (3.50)

1 Z S
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The к+3-order linear equation
k+1

Д (3.51)

has as its solution any of k+1 functions (3.49), the coef-
(k+1)

fie lent at Ф equals 1, and by virtue of (3.50) the ze-
(.k)

ro coefficient at Ф . The set of functions ф^ must still
be expressed through fundamental solutions. We have

ф
1
 ф

continuing the reduction process, we obtain

, «A-2I
П

s-1

(3.52)

where M
a
(V) designates the principal minors of the Wron-

skian; its constancy is equivalent to relation (3.50) that
relates the ф

а
 functions. Substituting (3.52) into (3.51)

and incorporating the designation M
s
(V)=e^ (l<s<k), we

derive Viete's theorem in the form

1
( ~

 г
ф'У ' (3.53)(e

 k
(e

 k
~

1
(e

 k
"

2
...(e = 0.

k+3

where 8 =(k/>) , к is the Cartan matrix of the series A^.

The coefficients u
s
 in equation (3.48) are independent

of the parameter Л and it is convenient to use the set ф
а

for their calculation with a zero value of Л. Then

(А -Л-) (Ф
9
~Ф

Л
) as

the second solution with A=0. As the result we have

I
= П a

±f
 we shall use

XO il
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Л-»0

N

п <
А*0 1=1

i
А +2-

A-0
 A
2 "

A
1

N

1=1

2 1-9
A a / ) .

Continuing the reduction process, we find

M
s
(vMiJ^- "V,-S.» (J

o
).

S
 A-0

 W
s ^ l

 л
в>

 1 = 3
 i s-1 о

where M_ ,(J ) designates the principal minors of the in-

tegrals of motion matrix for a zero value of the parame-

ter A .

Using the designation

N
 pPi

e
 1
= П e

r s
=M

g
(V),

we rewrite equation (3.48) in the form

\ . . . (e \e~

which coincides with (3.42a). The latter relation, after

evaluation of the derivatives produces one additional exp-

ression whose form differs from that found in study/
5
**/

for the coefficient functions of equation (3.48) (genera-

lized Bargmampotentials).

The results given above make it possible to formulate

and prove the following theorem for solutions of a scalar

L-A-pair equations:

The system of equations (3.42), (3.43) has a solution

whose wave function ф has the following dependence on the

parameter A: tf/=exp(\z+\
 1
z) .'П (a.-A), where the functions

1
i

a. are determined by the vanishing condition of the "comp-

lete solution"
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k+1 N

ф = 2C(A
a
)exp(\

a
z+A;

1
z) П (a -A

f l
), л* = А

к + 3
, (3.54)

«=1 i=l

at N various points of the A
k+1
-plane,*A

k+1
,..., A

k + 1
, euch

N

that П A*
 a
 =]; here, the set of functions p satisfying

i=l

the system of equations of the periodic Toda lattice of

the A. series is represented by the relations

p N p N N _i
c
_i

+fl
 _

(3.55)

where M (J
Q
) are the principal minors of the integrals of

motion matrix for a zero value of the spectral parameter,

M
O
(J

O
)

S
M

O
(J

O
)=1; the J matrix is obtained from J by sub-

stitution aj-^a^
1
, • -*', J

o
=J(A"

J
=0).

We will rewrite equations (3.43) in the form of a chain

of equalities of k+1-order determinants:

Ф Ф\ =

V

k(k-3)/2 k(k+l)
 ( k

)

д | ̂ ^ ^ | (О.56)

According to spectral equation (3.42) the first term in

equalities (3.56) is independent of z, the last term is

independent of z and, consequently, each term is

constant. According to the conditions of the theo-

rem, each of the determinants in chain (3.56) va-

nishes at N points of the A
k+1
-piane since a li-

near relation exists at these points between the k+1 func-

tions ф . Each of the terms in chain (3.56),* as will be
k
1demonstrated below, is a polynomial of degree N in

and it is precisely this fact that makes it possible to ob-

tain an expression for the functions 9- introduced in the

formulation of the theorem.
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The Wronskian is calculated in (3.47) and by virtue
of the arguments above we have

. (.Ю N . -
V«|W ... ф\ -*

k+1
 П (xj

 J
- l

k + 1
).

The last term in (3.56) is obtained from the first by Weyl
transformation, and hence we have

k+1

Л (-

П

п

•*' (a —A )»

from which we obtain a constraint on the parameters x
k + 1

:
N
П xj

vl
«l.

Spectral equation (3.42a) is satisfied if we use the

definition expp
g
« П

 a

i

M

e
.jC

J

o
)» while the second spectral

equation (3.42b), rewritten in terms of the function ф ,
is also satisfied according to the second expression for

П a
i
 *k+i-e(

J
o)*

 T h u e
'
 w e s t i 1 1 n e e d t o

 establish

the noncontradictoriness of these two definitions and sat-
isfy equations (3.43) of the scalar L-A-pair. According
to (3.S6)

ja ш W W
k+J k

^ ( П *?)'*< П1

(3.57)
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The numerator of (3.57) is determined by the technique

described above, while the matrix R is determined in the
S

following manner: the first k-s lines coincide with the

first k-s lines of the integrals of motion matrix J
e
o ,

while the last s lines coincide with the matrix elements

of the matrix

N

?
obtained from the integrals of motion matrix in which the

substitution a.,—wC*, * -#- , A •* A~* is carried out by a
i iunitary transformation using the matrix a • a J(a"̂ , A"

1
,

*-»-')a"
3
, in which all elements are equal to zero with the

exception of the units on the main antidiagonal.

The quantities
 ex
P(Pi

c+
i_

s
)
 a r e

 independent of A , while

the numerator and denominator of (3.57) are polynomials

of identical degree of the variable A
k + 1

 with zeros at

identical points of the A
k+
*-plane and, consequently, dif-

fer only in the common multiplier which must be calculated

after assigning a certain numerical value to A; for example,

A =0 or A-»» . With A =0, <rjo~l goes over to a nilpotent

matrix with other-than-zero elements only above the main

diagonal, and for this reason we find from (3.57):

p N

e k+l-
s
=( П a

k+1
"

s
)M. (J ), M =1, I

4
<s,<k. (3.58a)

1 K—S О О ^ ^

i=l

With an infinite value of A , the integrals of motion

matrix goes over to the lower triangular matrix and hence

о N
e k+l-s

=(
 П a"

s
)ll (J ). (3.58b)

Relations (3.58a), (3.58b) complete the proof of the

theorem.

The conditions that determine the functions a. (see

(3.54) and below) may be rewritten in a more explicit form.

For this we incorporate elementary symmetric homogeneous

t
functions of the variables 8 ^ 1 = 2

 а

в

а
я

 а
„«

Then conditions (3.55) are reduced to a linear algebraic

system for the functions S. :
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N ( . i )
2 <-!> SN-iFs =°' l « s « » '

1=0
(3.59)

k+1
F s s 2 C(Ae)exp(Aez + А" 1 2 ) | л к + 1 с х к + 3 , л£+1= Ak+1.

The functions F are determined by equations

In concluding this section we will incorporate a recur-
rent relation that makes it possible to express all ele-
ments of the integrals of motion matrix J with a zero va-
lue of the spectral parameter through the elements of the
first line. We will focus on the fact that the matrix J
arises as coefficients in a Taylor series expansion about
the point \=0 of the фв

 fimctions determined by relati-
ons (3.45).

Indeed,

s-2 N A. s-2 N

к=Ю
 S
 i=0

a
i~* k=O

 S
 i=] *

 i

+ 2 A
k
 I AfaT^

1
 = B°

+
 I Aj«T*+ 2 J

k=l i=l
 s

 i=l /3=1
 S
'

° /8=1
 S
»J3

Using recurrent relations (3.44), we obtain

or

/3-1

*l'..,»:,+'
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The first two terms in the preceding equality are propor-
tional to the elements of the 1- and s-lines, respectively,
and in calculating the principal minors they make no cont-
ribution to the result. It may also be shown that these
two terms do not participate in the reduction procedure.
For these reasons we obtain recurrent relation

э^-/в
+
Д'.*-Лг

 (3
-
6Oa)

which makes it possible to reconstruct all elements of the
matrix J determining solutions of equations of a periodic
Toda lattice based on the elements of its first line. Con-
sistent with (3.45), (3.47), the latter take the form

consistent with formulae (3.59), (3.60). The elements of
the integrals of motion matrix J

fl
 « as «ell as the func-

tions expp^ are symmetric with respect to any permutations

of the quantities a
i f
 and consequently, are expressed thro-

ugh elementary symmetric functions S|
(
i(a

i
). Thus, the soli-

ton solutions of the generalized periodic Toda lattice
of series A^ are given by formulae (3.6QI and are found by
calculating the principal minors of the matrix l|J

tf
«|| , gi-

ven by formulae (3.59) and (3.60).

4. INTEGRATION OF THE FOUR-DHmtNSIONAL
SEUF-DUAL EQUATIONS

4.1. The Lagrange Formulation of the Self-Dual
Equations and the Conservation Laws

Self-dual equations are a system of equations for
the parameters of a group element G considering as the
functions of four independent arguments z, z, у, у (see
for example'

5
'):

(G-G~
:1
)

iB
+(GyG"

1
)

v
=0 or (G"

1
G

2
)^+(G~

1
G

y
)^-0. (4.1)

System of equations (4.1) can be partially solved,

where the element f takes values in the algebra of the cor-
responding group. The system of equations resulting from
(4.1) and the definition of f takes the form
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f
zz

+ f
yy

+ [
V
 f
*

) a 0
'
 ( 4 < 2 )

We will consider it as starting; point for our further con-
structions. An evident advantage of (4.2) in comparison
with (4.1) is the existence of the Lagrangian

L=/dydydzdz{|sp(f
2
f

2
+f

y
f-)+ |sp(f[f

y
,f

z
j) |, (4.3)

that can easily be verified by formulation of the Lagrange-
Euler equations on the base of (4.3). Note that the Lag-
rangian for (4.1) is not known.

System (4.2) also can be partially solved by the follo-
wing obvious manner:

-*
(4
-

4)

Introducing the invariant derivatives D- and Du by the for-
mulas

 У

V«
[
V|v

Fl
' VViV'i. Ê yi-iiV**

1
'

rewrite (4.4) in the form

v
rf
y' v* "**•

It follows from the latter that

1
 V |i[«

y
, f

z
],fl=O. (4.5)

Here the evident identify [d
z
,D l+[d

y
>Bu]a0 is used. Equa-

tion (4.5) again is partially solved with the element f
2
.

The compatibility condition leads to an equation for f
2

which is partially solved by introducing a function f^, and
so on.

Let us cite these two steps of the reduction:

1
 r
 i , r » 2 l l , r v» о

о ] . ]
f r
 ] 1 3
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An explicit form of the recurrence procedure applicable

for the self-dual equations (4.1) is given in/
59
/. Re-

lations (4.4), (4.5) and further ones are nothing but a

series of nonlocal conservation laws/
60
/ which usually

bear witness on nontrivial properties of the internal sym-

metry algebra of system (4.2) under consideration. Howe-

ver it is needed to stress a difference between the cases

of two and four independent variables.In the first one an

explicit form of the conservation laws uniquely determine

the form (name)of the internal symmetry algebra/^O/. For

the second case appropriate methods of identification are

not worked out and the presence of conservation laws (4.4),

(4.5), and etc, is a stating of a fact whose correct exp-

lanation is not discovered yet.

The self-dual equations are of the second order and

the number of unknown functions in them coincides *vith

the dimensionality (n) of the corresponding algebra. The

second derivatives over "time" variable in such a system

are determined by the values of unknown functions and their

derivatives. Thus the solution of the Cauchy problem for

the system must be defined by 2n arbitrary functions of

three independent arguments. The solutions of this type

we will call the general solutions.

4.2. The Problem of the Principal Chiral Field and

its Relation with the Self-Dual Equation

The problem of the principal chiral field in n-dimen-

sional space is formulated in the following way. It is

needed to find n operator-valued functions u
fl
 taking va-

lues in *he corresponding algebra of rank r and depending

on n independent arguments x
e
 . In this, n operators

must be mutually commuting at all values of

the "spectral" parameter к (0
a
 are a set of n different

numeral parameters). It follows from the formulated con-

ditions that Ug=4f/3xu and operator-valued function f sa-

tisfy the equation/
6
*'

£-i-[£, Щ (4.6)
for every pair of variables (a/j8). A general solution to

system (4.6) is determined by n arbitrary functions. Each

of these functions depends on the corresponding argument
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х
л
 and can be identify (in words) with a solution of the

Riemann problem with appropriate boundary conditions/62/
The soliton solutions of system (4.6) are constructed

within the following scheme/
32
/ (see Section 3). Consider

the group element

g(A)sg(A)exp 2 2 h
±

"" i=l о =1
 л

- л
в

where the matrix elements g(A) depend polynomially on the
spectral parameter Л, h^ are the Cartan elements of a
simple algebra, ^*(x

0
) are the arbitrary functions of the-

ir arguments (so called'bare* functions). A set of
rules determines the coefficients of the polynomials g(JO
as the solutions of a linear system of algebraic equations
in such a way that they depend on bare functions

2 г ;
a A-A

a

at N fixed values of the parameter A.

The solution of the principal chiral field problem is

expressed via g(ft) by the formula

or putting in the last relation A=o we obtain

x
a

The derived formula solves the problem of construction
of N-soliton solutions of the principal chiral field prob-
lem in n-dimensional space. We will consider the linear
system of self-dual equations

For the first time the latter has been used for the solu-
tion of the self-dual equations almost ten years ago
in paper/

63
/, in this paper the index T in system (4.7)

took a finite number of values (-£<¥<£,£ is integer)
and the solution of self-dual equations system locally de-
pendent on the solutions of the linear system (4.7) heve
been obtained explicitly. We preserve the locality condi-
tion, i.e. consider fsf(A* ) as the solution of system
(4.2). However we put the periodicity condition Д*« А'+*
with I being arbitrary integer nimber, i.e. f в f(Д* ).
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Substituting f in (4.2), taking account of (4.7)

and equating to zero the terms with every combination

Д^Ду
1
"
1
 (compare with those of/

63//
) we come to the con-

clusion that f as a function of Д*, (1<а<? ) is determi-

ned from the commutativity condition for the following

set of i operators:

Collect £ components A* from (4.7) into single column
and rewrite (4.7) in a form

where II is a matrix of cyclic permutations MA* a AY+1.
Evidently 1^»1, i.e. the eigen values of the matrix M co-
incide with t different values of the first power roots of
unity,

/»s»exp 12irs/t.

Diagonalizing К and introducing "normal" coordinates £g
we obtain

that is

where F is an arbitrary function of the arguments in the
brackets.

With normal coordinates the commutativity condition
for t operators (4.8) is rewritten as a commutativity of
operators d/d£s -/»„*'» and leads to the system of equations

The latter coincides with the system of equations for the
principal chiral field in n-dimensional space if one iden-
tify 6a with j*;1.

Therefore we come to a conclusion that any solution of
the equation* for the principal chiral field in n-dimensio-
nal space with independent arguments
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satisfies the system of self-dual equations in four di-
mensional space. Tending the dimension of space to infi-
nity (index ц

в
 turns into continuous variable) we come to

the solutions of four-dimensional self-dual equations which
depend on a set of functions of three independent variables.

Stop briefly on a limiting transition to infinite-dimen-
sional space for soliton solutions of the equations of the
principal chiral field. As it was noted above the soliton
solutions are fully determined by giving bare function

л ^ -

1
 f(A

e
) *

 F

А-дг
 2

Tending t to infinity and earring out a limiting transi-
tion in bare function in analogy with the transi-
tion from the Fourier series to integral we obtain the fol-
lowing expression for the bare function in con-
tinual limit:

S z-йу, ц )

, i
< i < r

.

Thus, the "soliton" solutions of self-dual equations are
defined by arbitrary functions of three independent variab-
les and by the corresponding numeral set of N-soliton pa-
rameters of two-dimensional principal chiral field problem.

4.3. Two-Dimensionalized System of the Self-Dual Equa-
tions.

A continual analog of the principal chiral field prob-
lem for the transition to infinite-dimensional space arises
from (4.6) by the change of usual derivatives to functional
ones. In looks like as

Sf
 r

 St 81 -i
(\-A*) = t , J . (4.9)

The functional derivative • *• at fixed value of indepen-

Stf(A)
dent argument <HA)«g turns into usual function of two in-
dependent arguments X and g, for which we adopt the nota-
tion
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Bt

An equation for F arises from (4.9) with account of the

evident equality

д 8( #F
dA = r-

<£(A)=g

The latter follows from the expansion of f into the func-
tional series over Ф,

f=C+ /K(A)<£(A)dA+

and from a direct check of the given above equality. In
this for F we obtain the equation

g) r w , ч f
F(A'

>
g)dA'

1

=lF(A,g),/—-—— J . (4.10)

dS A-A

Stress that in the framework of the Bogolubov's axiomatic

approach/
3
/ such a procedure of identifying of the functi-

on of switching on interaction with the coupling constant

has been used by Kirzhnitz/64/ for a construction of the

equations of the theory. Here the coupling constant plays

the role of an active dynamical variable.

As a starting point we take the self-dual equation

in form (4.2) which will be solved by iterations introdu-

cing a small parameter g at the quadratic term in (4.2) ,

For zero approximation we have

f
ZZ

+ f
yy=° <

4
-

3 1 )

with the solution

°f°=/F°(A)dAs
 F°(y+}2, z-ду, A )dA,

which obviously satisfies (4.11). Here F is an arbitrary

operator-valued function of its arguments. The terms of

the first approximation are subjected to the equation

f
yy

+ f
zz

+ [ f
y'

 f
3=°'

To solve it consider the function

F
1
(A)=fF°(A)

f
 ^ ^
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It follows from the definition of F°(Ji) that

F°.= AF°., F2= -AF°, whence
z У У z'

F-+F_+[/F(

zz yy ' у

Taking the integral of the last equality over A we get
convince that

1 1 1
f
 = -j/* (A)dA

satisfies equation (4.12).

Continuing the reduction process we find that

n 1-*
 ( 4

'
1 3 )

"Г
1
 в

 r
 «

 F
 (A')dA'

-
1 c
n-i

[F (А)
' '~ТГР

 ]

satisfy the system of equations for the terms of n-th ap-
proximation

Multiply (4.13) on g
n
~ and introduce the function

F(g, A)= 2 2-F

n=0 »!

Then we see that F satisfies equation (4.10). Therefore
every solution of (4.10) with the initial condition F| _=

=F°(y4Az, z-Ay,A) leads to the following solution of the
self-dual equations system (4.2)

/f65
/

1 8
f= -/dg

l
JfF(A,g

l
)dXl , (4Л4)

g
 о g=l

The latter is a direct consequence of the definition of
the function f from (4.13).

If we obtain a solution of (4.2) which depends on a num-
ber of arbitrary functions of three independent arguments
equals to the dimension of the corresponding algebra, then
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expression (4.14) gives a solution of system (4.2) deter-
mined by the same number of arbitrary functions. This
means that expression (4.34) provides the complete integ-
ration of system (4.1) of four-dimensional self-dual
equations. Note that two-dimensionalized form (4.10) of
self-dual equations system for the first time/66/ has
been obtained under another than here choice of interac-
tion constant. Moreover the boundary conditions and the
expression of the function f via the solution of (4.10)
were also been different in comparison with those given
here. Probably, the results of papers/

66
/ and/65/ can be

adjusted by a partial summation of perturbation theory
series after an explicit picking out of the Cartan subal-
gebra. Howver this was not explicitly done yet. From
the algebraic point of view the introduction of the inte-
raction constant in/

6 6
/ has been corresponded to the In6-

nu-Wigner contraction when all the roots of the same he-
ight M of a simple Lie algebra were multiplied by g^ in-
dependently on their sign. In the derivation given above
the contraction operation is carried out by multiplicati-
on on g ox all the elements of the algebra that corres-
ponds to an accepted introduction of the interaction in
the gauge theory.

4.4 Integration of the Two-Dimensionalized System.

It follows from equation (4.10) that for any concrete
matrix realization of the element F taking values in an
algebra the traces of arbitrary powers of it are the in-
tegrals of motion, i.e. ^VdgSpF^aO. This means that the
element F can be presented in the form F=GF

O
G~

3
, where F

Q

does not depend on parameter g. It is possible to bring
it to one of the canonical forms using a tangent transfor-
mation. For example F

o
 can belongs to the Cartan subalgeb-

ra or to a system of roots with fixed height, etc.
Substituting F=GF G"

1
 in (4.10) we find after several

simple transformations that

r
 ,.

 к
 G" (A)GU')F

o
U

t
)G~ (A')G(A)

1

[F
o
, G *G+ JdX

1
 ~f J =0, (4.15)

where differentiation over g is denoted by dot. Here the
dependence of the element G on the parameter g is omitted.

Denote by N a subgroup of G with dimension n
N
 whose al-

gebra commutes with F
Q
. Then (4.15) is a system of n

G
-n

N
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integro-differential equations for n
G
-n_- parameters of

a group element of G/N because the parameters of the ele-

ment N(A') disappear from the integrand due to the proper-

ties of N. Just the same is for n
N
 generators of the algeb-

ra of the group N in (4.15).

Let us substitute of the following system of integro-

differential equations for (4.15)

G-'G* Л/'(Wt'lW'W W ) .
 0> ( 4 Л 6 )

A •• A

which is fully equivalent to (4.15).

Really, presenting, as before, G in the form (G/N)»N and

substituting it in (4.16) we get convince that the system

of equations for the parameters of the element G/N resul-

ted from (4.16) is identically coincided with those obtai-

ned from (4.15), Moreover the system for the parameters

of N is the equations with the "known" RHS. The latter

ones are expressed via the parameters of the element of

G/N using integro-differential operations. The pole in

(4.16) at coinciding arguments A, A ' arises only with an

additional system of equations for the parameters of N.

These parameters disappear from the final expression for

F at all. A way around the pole in the sense of the prin-

cipal value is given only to attach mathematical correct-

ness to system (4.16).

It follows from (4.16) that

G+fdA
1
 ^ G=0 (a),

Л
"

Л
 (4.17)

4.1 ~ , G(A')F
o
G~

1
(A

t
)

G -G-^dA
1
 - ~ C O (b),

A-A

where GsG(A), G=G(A). Multiplying (4.17a) ((4.17b)) on

G~
3
(G) from the left (right) and summing up we obtain

(G
 a
G)

4
 = /dA

1
-i —л Л—Л

 v
 A —A

* * G~
1
(A)G(A

t
)

Introduce an operator К with the kernel K(A,A ) - • ,

and rewrite (4.18) as the equation

K=KF
O
K,

where F
Q
 is a diagonal operator, (F

o
)^' =8(А-А')Р

О
(А').

The solution of this equation is equivalent to the summa-

tion of the geometric progression,
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К . (4.19)
O В

 К

l-gP
o
K

o
 l-gK

o
P

o

А

Here the kernel of the operator K
Q
 does not depend on g,

1

• л

, Equations (4.17) are rewritten in the form G^GF
O
KB0,

G-l_fy G"
1
^). With account of (4.19) their integration is

quite trivial,

G e G
o Ц ' ^ o >

l - g P o K o l - g K o F o
A

where the operator K
Q
 acts on the left and on the right

respectively.

At last calculate function (4.14) with the help of

(4.20)

f= -/ dg/dA[G —i
g 3

—i— rl (X)F
3 F K l - g K o F o

o-^-7-Fo--T— <Ф - lJJ

i С

= -f
о

4 F o
/ 0 < X ) d A

To decipher formulas (4.21) it is needed to solve a

linear matrix equation with given kernel of Cauchy type

and given RHS. For the derivation of this equation we

write the following evident transformations resulted from

the definitions formulated above (in what follows put

3-KoFo n-0
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d*
n
L(A

n
)

where L(A)sG (X)F
O
(X)G^

1
(X)SBP°;

e(X)=G
o
(X)[F_-4 G"

1
1(X)=L(X)2 S (A), (4.22)

J-Vo
 n = 0

s
o
(x)

5
i,

dA'L(X')S
n
(X

l
)

Formula (4.22) is rewritten as the integral equation

fl(X)=L(X)[l+/ ' , 1 (4.23)

X-X
However, for the aim of visuality we consciously did

not take into account the fact that the operators with the

Cauchy type kernel do not satisfy the associativity con-

dition. At the same time just this condition has been as-

sumed in the derivation of (4.19) and by this reason equa-

tion (4.23) takes place, rigorously speaking, only if L
2
«0.

Now we shall correct the derivation given above and take

into consideration this circumstance.

The associativity condition for such operators is not

satisfied due to the known Poincare-Bertrand formula (see

for example'
67
') which leads to the following solution in-

stead of (4.19)

A *»• gn
 F

o^*i^

(K)x*'=2 —• 2 /de . /ds . .. ./dt . • x

n=0
 a
' » ( i , g 1

 2 a
n X -

S i

F
o<

6

2
>

 F
o<

e
n>

1 2 П

Here the summation 2 at fixed n goes over nt permutations

of the order of the integrals in (4.24). For the case of

permutability of the integration order (i.e. when the as-

sociativity condition is fulfiled) expression (4.24) iden-

tically coincides with (4.19).

Solution (4.24) is obtained by induction with a help

of the aforementioned Poincare-Bertrand formula. It fol-

lows from (4.24) and definition of the operator К that
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F o ( e

6 1 " 6

Г
1

2>
• • •

2

2

6n-l"£n

de. futn ... fde •

(4.25)

Taking into account nonassociativity of an operation which
brings all integrations in (4.25) to an unique ordering
we reduce the summation in this formula to the solution
of the singular integral equation

у
<л).A

~* sin*r gF

Therefore a correct equation in comparison with (4.23)
takes the form

Л—

which is equivalent to the following homogeneous Riemann
problem

Here G~ are boundary values of the function G taking va-
lues in a group. They are analytic, respectively, inside
and outside the integration contour. The expression for
the element G from (4.1) is written as
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